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Studium rozvojových projektů - studium teorie v praxi
Odborná praxe v rozvojových zemích vyžaduje, aby na ni studenti odjížděli dobře
připraveni nejen teoreticky, ale i prakticky. Jelikož získávání praktických zkušeností před
započetím vlastní praxe je protimluv, hledal akademický tým oboru Mezinárodní rozvojová
studia způsob, jak tento problém vyřešit. 1 Jelikož metodologickou osou odborných praxí
v rozvojových zemích je tvorba projektů rozvojové spolupráce in situ, staly se pilířem
přemostění mezery mezi teorií a praxí vybrané projekty, vytvořené studenty naší fakulty v
rozvojových oblastech Afriky, Jižní Ameriky a jihovýchodní Asie.

Vznikl tak soubor

případových studií, na nichž lze metodicky demonstrovat sled projektových kroků studenta,
budoucího odborníka, od jeho prvního setkání s novou realitou přes rozpoznání relevantních
problémů až po návrhy na jejich řešení.
Respektování zásad participativního a akčního výzkumu, jež je metodologickým
východiskem tvorby projektů rozvojové spolupráce, umožnilo jejich dostatečné nasycení
zkušenostmi z rozvojových oblastí a vyvážení teoretických poznatků, nabytých studiem na
Mendelově univerzitě, praktickými zkušenostmi, získanými v terénu. Empirickou a praktickou
hodnotu těchto projektů zvyšuje zakomponování poznatků a zkušeností místních lidí, ať již
laiků nebo expertů. To vede k významnému posunu ve vzdělávací praxi na fakultě, neboť
studentům, kteří rozvojové projekty vypracovali, připisuje důležitou pedagogickou roli
odborníků prakticky obeznámených s konkrétní problematikou rozvojové oblasti, a jejich
pedagogům přisuzuje roli facilitátorů v učící se organizaci: na konkrétních projektech a
praktických zkušenostech se učí všichni.
Způsob prezentace vybraných projektů umožňuje jejich využití na všech stupních
studia 2,

v závislosti na již nabytých poznatcích či dílčích pedagogických cílech. Prezentované

projekty lze využít jak částečně, tak v jejich ucelené podobě, jsou také zdrojem poznatků
použitelných mimo rámec Přípravného bloku pro odborné praxe v rozvojových zemích, pro
který byly původně určeny. Svým obsahovým zaměřením soubor vybraných projektů přispívá
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k pochopení rozdílů, podobností a souvislostí života lidí v rozvojových a v rozvinutých zemích
a díky tomu i k rychlejšímu rozvinutí relevantních kompetencí.
Soubor prezentovaných projektů je prvním mostem, po němž studenti mohou
přecházet od již osvojené teorie k dosud nepoznané praktické zkušenosti a za pomoci
zkušenějších kolegů, studentů či pedagogů, zpětně prověřovat opodstatněnost získaných
teoretických a metodologických poznatků. Proto také v projektech zůstaly věcné a formální
chyby či další nedostatky, jichž se jejich tvůrci dopustili: tvorba projektu se tak vyjevuje jako
nedílná součást odborné praxe, k níž chybování patří. Jen tímto způsobem, identiﬁkací chyb
a omylů, lze do metodologie projektování účinně začlenit metodu nejlepších zkušenosti (best
practices), bez níž není odborná praxe úplná.
Soubor prezentovaných projektů, který lze z jiného zorného úhlu nahlížet jako soubor
případových studií, vnáší do vzdělávacího procesu zásadní inovaci: systémové pozitivistické
přístupy k projektování, založené na měřitelných faktech, obohacuje o participativní přístup,
který usiluje o rekonstrukci místního pohledu na svět, o identiﬁkaci konstrukcí, které si
obyvatelé rozvojových oblastí sami vytvářejí v rámci svých tradic a ve střetech se současnými
globalizačními procesy. Tento konstrukcionistický přístup klade vysoké nároky na schopnost
interpretace a zužitkování poznatků těch disciplín, které studenty seznamují s ekonomickým
a sociálním myšlením neevropských kultur; i proto mají významné místo v týmové práci
s projekty zahraniční studenti a hostující učitelé.
Logika a souslednost projektovaných kroků samy o sobě určují způsob jejich využití ve
vzdělávacím procesu, ať již v podobě obvyklého cvičení nebo v podobě samostudia. Cílem
práce s projekty ovšem není posílení schopnosti jejich pouhého napodobení, cílem je
posilování schopnosti tvorby variant ke každému z projektovaných kroků, hledání
alternativních teoretických a metodologických opor jejich zdůvodnění. V konečném důsledku
směřuje práce s prezentovanými projekty k promýšlení a zdůvodnění východisek, která bude
student v rámci své odborné praxe v blízké budoucnosti sám koncipovat pro svůj vlastní
projekt v určené rozvojové oblasti.
Vhledem k odlišnosti rozvojových oblastí, rozvojových problémů a rozvojových cílů je
žádoucí, aby se studenti seznámili se všemi prezentovanými projekty. Jen tak si ověří, že
cesta od rozvojové teorie k rozvojové praxi je tvůrčí a nikoliv příručkami určený proces.
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1. Introduction
I developed the proposal of this project during the internship in Lansaka district in south
Thailand. Our task was to observe and get to know the unique development system, get as much
information as possible from running the community and consequently submit the proposal of a
project which will contribute to the efficiency of this system.
Having studied two communities of this region, the community in Khun Thale village of
Khun Thale sub-district and the community in Khiriwong village in Kamlon sub-district, I realized
that better knowledge of English and ability to communicate can help improve the standard of
living and increase the diversity of local communities in this region.
The aim of this project is to focus on improvement of English proficiency of local guides. I
see the role of local guides as a link between eco-tourists, visitors and local people, providing the
foreigners with services such as guided tours and consultancy. The aim of this project is also to
raise awareness of such regions and thus contribute to better understanding of Thai culture and lifestyle and the needs of communities.
As far as the topic of the project is concerned, there is a positive reaction from the head of the
sub-district of Khun Thale, as well as local people and it is in accordance with the province Master
Plan. I also consider the development model of the target villages unique and I find it helpful for
regions in need in other developing countries.
I have chosen above mentioned target group as the duration of the project is pretty short and
the costs are limited. I find the improvement of communication skills of local guides in English
language possible and feasible in the period of 6 months and the advantage lies also in an
immediate impact on the development system, as well as on the regions where these guides live and
work.
If successful, the education activities may continue in the future in any other form.
This project may be seen as a model for following schemes. I am pretty sure that better
English skills of the local guides will help bridge the gap between the visitors and the locals and
will result in beneficial impact on them. The possibility of English training courses may attract local
inhabitants and lead them to become guides and consequently will increase employment in the
regions.
The target of this project is to place good foundations for smooth development and support of
eco-tourism. English language is the facilitating factor for all issues above.

3
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2. Definition
This project focuses on improvement of English proficiency of local guides in specific subdistricts of Lansaka district in Thailand by providing them with English training courses conducted
by volunteers from English speaking countries. Volunteer teachers will be provided with home-stay
in local families in order to have a deeper insight in the development system and thus strengthen the
efficiency of this project. Teaching methods will concentrate on conversational skills resulting in
getting better confidence and ability to speak English.
Due to bottom-up system of local development conduct, this project is ought to be classified
in the Master plan of Nakhon Si Thammarat province before the process of implementation.
The length of whole project from its initiation and preparation to the conclusion and
evaluation is 12 months.
Location
Nakhon Si Thammarat is the largest of the fourteen provinces of south Thailand. The
province is located at the eastern shore of the Gulf of Thailand, next to Songkhla, Phatthalug,
Trang, Krabi and Surat Thani provinces. The province of Nakhon Si Thammarat is divided into 23
districts. The target district is one of them and it is called Lansaka district, located in the middle of
the province. Its area is 343 square kilometres and its population is about 41 thousand people.
Neighbouring districts are Phrom Khirir, Mueang Nakhon Si Thammarat, Phra Phrom, Ron Phibun,
Thung Song, Chang Klang, Chawang and Phipun.
Lansaka includes 5 sub-districts – Khao Kaeo (1), Lansaka (2), Tha Di (3), Kamlon (4) and
Khun Thale (5). The volunteers will be working in Lansaka, Kamlon and Khun Thale sub-district.
Khao Luang, the popular and attractive national park, is located in Lansaka district.

(Source: Wikipedia.org)
Map of the district is attached at the end of this proposal (Annex V).
4
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3. Background
Studied community in Ban Khun Thale is a self-sufficient community running a local selflearning system. It benefits from numerous chain of learning centres which work for the
strengthening the concept of strong communities and human development and contributes to
sharing wisdom. Local people have developed unique technologies and the model of development
based on confidence, patience, strong concentration and knowledge sharing.
English language will help the community to promote their unique knowledge and philosophy
and to be able to share the know-how with people coming to learn.
According to Nakhon Si Thammarat Master Plan for years 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013,
one of the targets included in Strategic plan is that the GTP of the province, as well as the number
of domestic and foreign tourists must increase by 5% every year.
As observed, just a few people in Ban Khun Thale can speak English. In the whole subdistrict the level of English proficiency is generally very low. Local people have had very little
opportunity to practice and to develop English language skills till now. However, there is the
enthusiasm and will to learn English, some of local people do self-studying.
Second community we were focused on was the community of Ban Khiri Wong, about 29
kilometres from the city of Nakhon Si Thammarat. During 1962-1998, Khiri Wong community was
subjected to three severe natural disasters which changed the means of communication from the use
of waterways to roads. As a result of repeated disasters, the community has become a living
example of Thailand where local people have learned how to live in harmony with nature. Local
people are proud to tell tourists how they were able to survive natural disasters and how they were
able to become a self-reliant community. In 2006 the community was acknowledged by APEC
Tourism Working Group as one of the three communities who had run the Best Practice in
developing and promoting sustainable tourism in Thailand (Heah, 2006).
There are two main types of tourism attractions: the cultural attractions and natural
attractions. The cultural attractions are local ways of living - being traditional mixed fruit orchard
farmers, local identity (having strong participation in community activities) and occupational group
management (being self-reliance models). The natural attractions are the natural landscape. The
community is popular among tourists who love and admire nature. Trekking activities and nature
trails along the way up to the top of Khao Luang NP, the highest peak in the South of Thailand,
about 1,835 meters above sea level are very popular among foreign tourists.
The chart of tourist attractions of all target sub-districts, where guided tours can be taken, is
attached at the end of this proposal. (Annex VI)
5
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4. Objectives
Students in schools in local area are not getting the quality of English education they need and
deserve. Therefore, the goal of this project is to provide this region with dedicated volunteers,
especially in places where they cannot afford to employ native English speakers from abroad.
The main target of this project is to place foundations and to support the eco-tourism smooth
development. Nowadays, the target group of eco-tourism do not have to be only domestic tourists.
Foreign eco-tourists coming to the country may increase the sustainability of region’s economy and
to support its competitiveness. As the communities has achieved a degree in self-management in
offering tourism services such as home-stays, cultural performances, natural phenomenon and
organic home-made products for daily usage, eco-tourism performs a harmless mean of further
sustainable community and region development.
Furthermore, this project takes into consideration the role of the English language as a very
helpful tool to increase and support the ability of community to promote their unique technologies,
ideas and philosophy. Therefore it is quite important to improve the language skills of local guides
whose work is crucial for the community.
Sharing local knowledge and philosophy may be considered as an element of eco-tourism,
because guests coming to the community join their daily activities. Capability of English
conversation will help to fulfil opportunities above.
Knowledge of English language may increase the level of education and should prevent the
communities from inflow of mass tourism and negative impact related to that (traffic, pollution,
exploitation of local people, etc.).
FOUNDATIONS/SUPPORT FOR
ECO-TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

IMPROVEMENT OF ENGLISH
PROFICIENCY OF LOCAL GUIDES

BETTER CONFIDENCE
OF LOCAL HOST FAMILIES

ENGLISH TRAINING COURSES
FOR LOCAL GUIDES

ACCOMMODATING TEACHING
VOLUNTEERS BY LOCAL FAMILIES

PRESENCE OF VOLUNTEERS FROM
ENGLISH SPEAKING COUNTRIES
6
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5. Target groups
Primary target group are selected local guides of the district. Tourist guides provide guests with
village tours, eventually plantation and trekking tours. They may help with local products
demonstration, explain and interpret forest environment and may give information about agriculture
and local crafts. Guides are not registered, however many of them were trained.
In Khiriwong village people participate in tourism in many levels and forms e.g. as KEC
members (Khiriwong eco-tourism club). KEC had in June 2000 158 members, whose 94 members
served as local guide.
The participating local guides will be chosen by the village leader, according to their
competences and interest in the project. The village leaders will select the guides, who are capable
of providing foreign tourists with guided tours. Then, they will explain the gist of the project and
sum up the interest of local guides in the participation. Finally, a group of 10 or 15 guides will be
created in each village.
As this project will be implemented in mediation of village leaders, I consider them a
secondary target group.

6. Expected outputs
•

The increase of language skills. There will be 2 training courses during the project
implementation, each of them will last three months. The first course will be on elementary
level and it will precede the second course on higher level of language skills in order to achieve
progress and improvement in English conversation.

•

The increase of people interested in working as local guides and consequent better
communication with eco-tourists and other visitors inside the region.

•

Higher standard of living, rise of the diversity of local communities and in attractiveness of the
area.

•

More job opportunities (local guides).

•

Inhabitants of the region are prepared for guests and they are confident in providing home-stay.
Guides are able to promote local activities and communities are still able to conserve their
identity.

•

Volunteers increase their awareness of different culture, philosophy and wisdom, which they
could spread in their own cultures and in addition their experience may become a model
inspiration for various programmes for regional development.

7
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7. Beneficial impacts
As the teaching volunteers will be accommodated in home-stays, members of host families will
become influenced by the presence of the teaching volunteers. Inhabitants providing people with
home-stay will be in everyday contact with them, helping them to arrange various items (transport,
food, tips for trips, daily programmes, treatment of illnesses, etc) and thus they will contribute to the
well-being of their guests.
On the other hand, the teaching volunteers will bring the possibility of either revising or
learning English language. In this respect, there is an importance of the reciprocal feedback as the
success of the project depends on mutual cooperation and will to accomplish the main goal.

8. Strategic documents agreement
This project is in accordance with province Master Plan.
The Master Plan is created by the Secretary of Government of each province. The way of
development management is based on combination of bottom-up and top-down system. That creates
suitable conditions for project implementation. Strategic plan is a part of the Master Plan, it consists
of 3, 6 or 9 years targets and indicators to their achievement. According to current Nakhon Si
Thammarat Master Plan, the province will be learning province, province of agriculture, the most
liveable province with strong community and Nakhon Si Thammarat will be the city of tourism.
This project complies with two targets of the Strategic plan:
•

The number of domestic and foreign tourists must increase by 5% every year

•

The gross tourism product of the province must increase by 5% every year

9. Financial sources
This project is proposed to be classified in the province Master Plan and thus financed
from the province budget. There are three sources of the province budget – the government,
donations and privated sources, and taxes.
As far as the additional source of finance is concerned, each village receieves finance
from the municipality to support community development. I consider this source likely to
support this project. The villages in the target sub-districts, where the project will be
implemented belong to category of medium and large villages. Medium village with population

8
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of 500-700 inhabitants, receives 300 000 Baht a year. Large village with population of more
than 700 inhabitants receive 350 000 Baht a year (Annex IV).
All costs for this project are 435 665 Baht.

10.

Project plan

a. Teaching English as a foreign language –
background
There are various theories of how languages are learnt, which have been supporting teaching
practices through the years: Grammar translation approach, Lexical approach, Communicative
approach, etc. All of these have their own values and applications. According to the Teaching Guide
composed during Open Doors programme implementation: “The appropriate balance between the
tasks supported by one theory or another is the key to successful learning. The target is that, at the
end of the course, the guides can communicate in English more effectively than they did at the
beginning. As a result, the focus of the volunteer’s contribution is the development of the
communicative skills – listening and speaking.
There is no doubt the Thai have difficulties in English language teaching and learning.
According to Arunee Wiriyachitra 1 the causes are insufficient English language skills of teachers,
then interference from the mother tongue particularly in pronunciation, syntax and idiomatic
usages; lack of opportunity to use English in their daily lives, being passive learners and lack of
responsibility for their own learning.

b. Volunteer teaching team
The group of six volunteers will be chosen to participate in this project. They will be divided
into 3 teams of two people; each team will provide the guides with 6 months of English classes. It is
mandatory for the whole group of six volunteers to choose a leader and their deputy, according to
their teaching experience in order to guarantee the coordination of the group. The role of the leader
will be also important during the workshop whose main aim is to prepare, consult, suggest and
finalize a teaching plan and materials.

Prof. Arunee Wiriyachitra – lecturer of English at Chiang Mai University – “English Language Teaching and Learning
in Thailand in this Decade”

1

9
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The team of two volunteers will stay and work in one of the sub-districts of Lansaka region.
With help of a student of Kasetsart University Surapat Kana-Anan, who is able to provide the team
with interpretation service, the volunteers will be accommodated with families.

c. Workshop
After the arrival in Bangkok, the volunteers will be accommodated in Vaboir Lodge Royal
Suite hotel, which will become the venue of the workshop lasting 3 days. It will proceed under the
control of the coordination manager who will stay in the hotel and meet the volunteer team. The
coordination manager will be responsible for arranging appropriate facilities and the workshop
schedule.
During the workshop the volunteers will plan, consult, share and create teaching strategies,
materials and methods.
Pre-reading concerning target region prior to arrival will be required.

d. Training course
It is important to be capable of adjusting to different environment and to have the ability to
work effectively with international colleagues. Without proper preparation it is very difficult to deal
with cultural differences and unexpected situations.
All the volunteers will be given an opportunity to attend volunteer training course in Nong
Khai.
Openmind Projects – Cross Cultural and Volunteer Training in Thailand
For every volunteer coming to Thailand independently, there is a possibility to attend
this programme. It takes place every month in Nong Khai in the north-east. This course lasts 3 ½
days and its objective is to help the volunteers to become successful and to be able to use special
talents in a new culture. The training is focused on boosting skills such as social, cross-cultural
skills, curiosity, self-confidence and patience. The course is activity based, the volunteers learn
about important do’s and don’ts, the values, basic Thai language skills and how to behave and
communicate with local people. Their learning philosophy for local students is activity based "learning by doing" – philosophy held by local people in one of the target regions (Khun Thale subdistrict). Having knowledge about all above mentioned items facilitates dealing with social
situations, helps to prevent misunderstandings and guarantees pleasant stay with local people, as
well as the local people will feel comfortable and will appreciate the knowledge and politeness.

10
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second
course
first
course
training
course
workshop

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

This is the model for time schedule for the year 2013. On 6th February the training course
starts in Nong Khai. Therefore, the workshop should take place 4 days before the beginning of the
volunteers’ training – from 2nd February to 4th February. The volunteers will meet on 1st February in
Bangkok and their workshop will start on 2nd February. They will leave on 5th February to Nong
Khai. The volunteer training course lasts almost 4 days till 9th February, according to this schedule.
The first English training course is to start as soon as the teaching volunteers arrive in the villages.
Each course lasts three months and they are connected to each other.
There is one week set aside for the journeys to all venues and the accommodation of
volunteers.
Additional information about Nong Khai training centre and the programme is attached at
the end of this proposal (Annex VII).

e. Classes
The classes will proceed in spoken language. The reason is a short period of the project
implementation. In such short time it will be inefficient to teach written language due to
interference from the mother tongue, mainly its alphabet.
Two volunteers will teach 5 hours a day, 2 hours in the morning, 3 hours in the afternoon,
5 days a week. The frequency or duration of the lessons may vary according to guides’ needs,
requirements

or

limitations

–

location,

supplementary

occupation,

etc.

The leader will hold monthly planning meetings, in order to consult the efficiency of chosen

11
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methods with the volunteers, moreover to help the volunteers solve problems and discuss the
relevant issues if needed.

f. Feedback
Every month periodic reports will be provided by the volunteers. The content of these reports
will include:
a) the times and the teaching topics
b) notes, photo-documentation and relevant comments
c) suggestions/solutions
The role of the feedback is crucial as this project is unique in the regions and the proposals
of solution to occurring obstacles, misunderstanding or other setbacks may be useful for subsequent
courses (Annex VIII).
All the attendees will be tested at the beginning of each course and at its end. All the results
will be collected and provided to the evaluation at the end of the project.

g. Accommodation, meals
Teaching volunteers will be provided with home-stay in the village of each sub-district. They
will stay in traditional Thai houses with local families, gaining a real insight into the Thai rural way
of life. Staying in a village is the best way to increase volunteers’ understanding of local culture and
integration into Thai life.
In terms of the accommodation, the volunteers will be provided with bed, bedding, mosquito
proofing and three meals a day.

11.

Risks

As the opportunities and the service brought to the region are new and not experienced yet,
we have to consider following risks.
There are unpredictable risks that must be taken into consideration, they are mostly
uncontrollable.
•

State regulations

•

Natural disasters

•

Indirect impact of the environment, or the state of society

•

Failure of basic assumptions in the project implementation
12
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o

Early depletion of financial sources

o

Lack of willingness to accept the results

There are risks that are, on the other hand, predictable. However, their control is still hard to
achieve.
•

Predictable impact of inhospitable weather

•

Inflation

•

Risks connected with financial market

•

Predictable social impact (riots, unrest, strikes, etc)

•

Operating risks

The risks, which are both predictable and controllable, are stated in the chart below. They are
evaluated according to their probability to emerge and their impact on the project progress.
LOW PROBABILITY

HIGH PROBABILITY

LOW IMPACT

LOW RISK VALUE

LOW RISK VALUE

HIGH IMPACT

LOW RISK VALUE

HIGH RISK VALUE

SOURCE: Projektové řízení pro začátečníky
According to the rule above, for the risks with high risk value we choose appropriate
precautions against their emergence, or to decrease its value. It is crucial to realize the potential
risks. If a risk emerges, it will have a fundamental influence on the variable of the project – target,
time, costs, quality, and extent). That is the reason why we prepare specific precautions for each
risk from this category.
Num Risk description

Resp Prob

Imp

RV

1

Financial deficiency

PT

L

H

L

2

Lack of interest of the target group

PT

L

H

L

3

Problem in communication between the stakeholders

PM

H

H

H

4

Lack of volunteers willing to attend the project

PM

L

H

L

5

Loss of interest from the volunteers during the

V

H

H

H

PM

H

H

H

implementation
6

Inefficiency of chosen teaching methods
13
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7

The final output is not what target group expected

PM

H

H

H

8

Problem with Openmind Projects volunteer training

PM/

H

H

H

course

SP
SOURCE: own

The second column describes each considered risk, the third column shows responsible
person (PT – project team, PM – project manager, V – volunteer, SP – service provider). The fourth
and fifth column evaluate the probability and the impact of described risk (L – low, H – high). The
last shows how the risk is relevant (L – low, H – high).
Num Risk and its precaution
3

Problem in communication between the stakeholders
1. Mandatory service of interpreter
2. Provision of periodic reports

5

Loss of interest from the volunteers during the implementation
1. Satisfactory conditions
2. Sufficient motivation
3. Team work

6

Inefficiency of chosen teaching methods
1. Adequate preparation during workshop

7

Final output is not what target group expected
1. Final output will be consulted with specialists
2. Consulting the progress with the stakeholders
3. Feedback from local people

8

Problem with Openmind Projects volunteer training course
1. Alternative possibility
•

training in the target area, with help of an interpreter and with presence of local people.
After the arrival of the first teaching group, the members will join a 5-day training
programme. The course will include cultural orientation, class preparation and basics of
Thai language, in order to adapt easier to new environment. They will get to know the
Thai standard of living, meet their host families and they will get acquainted with the
surroundings.
SOURCE: own

14
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We must take under consideration that risks may change its character and its relevance during
the project implementation. Risks that may emerge directly in the process of implementation are
following:
•

Mistakes in the part of Project plan

•

Problems in the human resources

•

Flaws in control systems

Risks that may emerge directly in the process of project conclusion are following:
•

late revealing of flaws in the project definition

•

lack of interest to accept the results

•

cash-flow problems

12.

Human resources

a. Project team
According to the extent of this project, low budget and short duration, the project team will
not be numerous. The project team will consist of the project manager, the coordinator and the
account manager. The project managers’ main responsibility is the overall project planning and
progress towards the implementation and thus to the goal achievement.
Project manager

Coordinator

Account manager

Communication with the

Managing the workshop

Managing the budget and the

leaders of target area (head of (place, programme, schedule) time schedule
the district, sub-district and
village leaders)
Managing the process of

Managing the English

Subsequent communication

volunteers recruitment

training courses (venues,

with the Secretary of

schedule)

Government in Nakhon Si
Thammarat (finance partner)

Managing the

Arranging the

communication between the

accommodation of the

volunteers and the village

volunteers in the host-

leaders

families

Communication with the

Meeting and coordinating the

interpreter

teaching volunteers
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b. Teaching volunteers
Six volunteers will be recruited for this project. The Volunteer Match has been chosen as the
source of the volunteers. It is “the Web’s largest volunteer engagement network with more than
80 000 participating nonprofits, 150 network partners and 8 million visitors each year”. Their
mission is to strengthen communities by facilitating the process of connection between good people
and good causes. They are based on strong community principal – like the local community in
Khun Thale sub-district. They are “a network that is only as strong as the partnerships that support
it”.
This network shows an opportunity to recruit volunteers. Specifically it connects volunteers
with nonprofit organizations. When volunteers see the listing, they choose which mission they want
to get involved.
As a member of this network, this person is required to fill in the personal data, describe the
mission, and choose the category of the mission focus. After filling this questionnaire, the member
enters a detailed description of their project. A volunteer should be inspired by the mission. The
member

creates

a

requirement

for

volunteers

in

form

of

an

advertisement

(Annex IX).
There is another option to hire a community leader for $8.95/month. They give us access to
recruit more volunteers, save time and build better relationships with potential volunteers.

16
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13.

Evaluation, sustainability

Sustainability of this project is according to its short duration and low costs 2 years. Language
knowledge may be considered as an immediate, short term outcome. Supposing that local guides
will be motivated and confident to speak English, the further language practice in guides’ activities
will make the sustainability longer. In order to support local guides’ motivation, confidence and
individual improvement, teaching volunteers will provide each sub-district centre with an EnglishThai dictionary, teaching materials focused on general English conversation skills with a CD and
with English materials concentrating on touristic activities with a CD as well.
I recommend subsequent implementation of a project that focuses on the increase of regions’
attractiveness and publicity in order to raise the sustainability of this project in hand.
The project will be evaluated through the reports from local guides’ assessment. They will be
tested at the beginning and at the end of the English training course, eventually after their whole
attendance in the course. During the classes the trainees will be monitored and their skills will be
evaluated and recorded. At the end of each month of the course the trainees will be advised of their
progress in terms of grammar, pronunciation and conversation skills. The following table shows the
outline of assessment for the trainers. However, the teaching volunteers can modify the method
according to current situation and level of the trainee guides.
The model of guides’ assessment
CATEGORY
Preparedness

Comprehension

Speaking skills

4

3

2

1

The guide is
completely
prepared and has
obviously
improved their
language skills.
The guide is able
to accurately
answer almost
all questions
posed by
classmates about
the topic.
Speaks clearly
and distinctly all
the time, and
mispronounces
few words.

The guide seems
pretty prepared
but might have
needed a couple
more language
trainings.
The guide is able
to accurately
answer most
questions posed
by classmates
about the topic.

The guide is
somewhat
prepared, but
their
improvement is
not sufficient.
The guide is able
to accurately
answer a few
questions posed
by classmates
about the topic.

The guide does
not seem at all
prepared to
present.

Speaks well but
mispronounces
many words.

Does not speak
very clearly and
mispronounces
many words.

The guide is
unable to
accurately
answer questions
posed by
classmates about
the topic.
Does not speak
clearly or cannot
be understood,
mispronounces
every word.

Edited for personal use, the original chart source: Conducting tour guide in English
17
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15.

Volunteers increase their
awareness of local
development system, culture,
philosophy and wisdom

inhabitants are prepared for
guests, confident to provide
home-stays

The guides achieve higher
language skills

OUTPUTS

to place foundations and to support eco-tourism smooth development

Targets 1.
2.

Monthly reports

Socializing with local inhabitants
Teaching local people

19

Photo documentation

Staying in self-reliant villages

SOURCE: own

Observing
Monthly reports
Photo documentation
reports in form of feedback (by families)
Photo documentation

SOURCE OF VERIFICATION

Attending English training courses
Speaking with teaching volunteers whenever possible
Socializing with teaching volunteers
accommodating volunteers
Helping volunteers with daily activities (socializing)
Practising/learning English during volunteers’ stay

ACTIVITIES

ability of inhabitants to promote their technologies, ideas and philosophy

Local guides

Improvement of English Proficiency of local guides in Lansaka
district

TABLE OF OUTPUTS AND ACTIVITIES

Target group:

Title of project:

Annex I

16.

Annex II

PROGRESS CHART

month

XI

XII

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

activity
project management
initiation and
preparation
recruiting volunteers
OUTPUT 1
organisation of
workshop
English training
courses
monthly planning
meetings
OUTPUT 2
accommodating
volunteers
feedback
OUTPUT 3
volunteer training
course
staying in self-reliant
villages

project evaluation
and statement

SOURCE: own
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1. increase of guides’ English
skills

Expected
results

2. local host-families are confident
and prepared for foreign visitors
3. more people are interested in
working as a tourist guide
4. volunteers develop materials to
increase project sustainability

* Development and support of
eco-tourism in target sub-districts

Intervention
Logic
* Improvement of English
proficiency of local guides
in Lansaka district

Annex III

Specific
objective

Overall
objectives

17.
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* majority of guides who attended
the course have better English
* all the families attending the
project know basic conversation
phrases
* inhabitants increase their
awareness of this job opportunity
* majority of guides who attended
the course are motivated to

*guides are able to promote
unique local technologies and
philosophy

* Sufficient economy enhancement
* guides are able to promote
the eco-touristic activities
in their sub-district

* Increase of tourists coming
to the sub-district.
* Increase of community
development and ability to
transfer local development
concept to less developed regions

Objectively verifiable
indicators of achievement

* interest of inhabitants to
accept teaching volunteers
in their homes

Assumptions

* village reports
* reports from Secretary of
Government in Nakhon Si * interest of the target group in
Thammarat
offered service
* helpfulness and cooperation
of target villages to provide
spaces
* interest and motivation of
service providers – teaching
volunteers
* sustainability guarantee
* provision of native speakers
* periodic reports
willing to volunteer
* reports from Secretary of
Government in Nakhon
* choice of effective teaching
Si Thammarat
methods
* village reports about
* quality guarantee of offered
tourists' visits
service

* final report

* periodic reports

Sources and means of
Verification

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE PROJECT

www.sid.frrms.mendelu.cz
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Activities

2.6 months

Means (duration, frequency):
1.1. 6 months
1.2. 4 days during workshop
(duration of this process may vary)

* half of volunteers are gained
knowledge of the development
system, philosophy and wisdom

5.1. staying in learning village with
self-sufficient community
5.1. 6 months

22

2.3. host families practise their
English with native speakers on
everyday basis
3.1. inhabitants are able to join the
course for observation
3.1. anytime during the course
4.1. teaching volunteers provide
the sub-district centres with
4.1. after the end of the English
dictionary and materials focused
on conversation with CD
training courses

1.1. presence of native speakers
in target villages
1.2. choice of efficient teaching
methods and focus of conversation
skills
2.1. accommodating teaching
volunteers
2.2. host families help the
volunteers with various items
(transport, food, programmes,..)

5. volunteers increase their
awareness of local development
system, philosophy and wisdom

practise their knowledge

* financial sources for
visas
* interpreter
* financial sources for
services
of the interpreter

Costs:
* financial sources for
teaching materials,
including materials for
project sustainability
* financial sources for
accommodation

*photo documentation,
reports, communication
within the stakeholders
* observation, reports from
the workshop

* connect with the sub-districts’
leaders and with the village
leaders

* connect with the head of
the district

* contact the interpreter

Preconditions:
* connect with the organisation
of human resources and recruit
volunteers

32
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Annex IV

x

1.3. Accommodation (Bangkok)

x

1.6. Visas

x
x

2.2. English conversation CD

2.3. English conversation for guides (CD)

1 THB = 0,65 CZK
1 USD = 20 CZK

TOTAL COSTS

2.4. Stationary

x

2.1. Dictionary (English-Thai)

2. Equipment and supplies

1.7. Insurance

x

1.5. Training course

1.4. Accommodation, meals (Lansaka)

x

23

2100

2000

29250

180

Per month
(CZK)

1.2. Interpreter

1.1. Community leader (VolunteerMatch)

1. Human resources

Costs

Budget of the action

18.

540
8270 x

271190

12600

1800 x

1800 x

900 x

12000

22400 x

44780 x

3230

3080

45000

280

Per month
(THB)

2600 x
175500

Costs
(CZK)

830
12700 X

435665

19380

2770 X

2770 X

1385 X

18480

34460 X

68890 X

105

100

1462

8,95

Per month
(USD)

4000 X
270000

Costs
(THB)

630

90

90

45

600

1120

2240

8772

413

130

26,85

14156,85

Costs
(USD)
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19.

Annex V
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SOURCE: google.com

20.

Annex VI

Chart of tourist attractions of target areas
Lansaka sub-district
Natural
attractions

•

•

Surrounding
forest,
hills and view
points

•

Palaces, temples
and other
sanctuaries

•

Caves

•

Stalactite cave
with
waterfall

•

Orchard
plantations
(mangosteen,
durian,
rambutan, jack
fruit)

•

Rubber plantations
and its processing

•

Saving group

•

Saving group

•

Crafts (dyeing,
handicraft)

•

Manufacture
cosmetics

•

Rural life

•

Agriculture

•

Rural life

25
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Khun Thale subdistrict

Khao Luang
natural park with
unique fauna,
flora,
wildlife and
waterfalls

•

caves

Human-related
with
nature activities

Cultural
attractions

Kamlon sub-district
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Annex VII
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TRAINING AGENDA
Wednesday
Time

Activity

10.00 – 10.15

Welcome information

10.15 – 11.00

Language training 1. Practice ordering food, shopping and counting.

11.10 – 12.15

Openmindprojects and volunteers. Introduction & expectations.

12.15 – 13.30

Lunch – Order your own food outside!

13.30 – 14.15

Openmindprojects Philosophy & Mission.

14.30 – 15.15

Language 2. Practice greetings, repetition L 1.

15.30 – 16.15

Openmindprojects Volunteer Resources and how to add your ideas

16.30 – 17.15

Language 3. Direction and Tuk Tuk

17.15 -

To the Indochinese Market /Tha Sadat. Shop for words (and goods if you want,
then also practice bargaining). Find your way back yourself!
Thursday

Time

Activity

09.00 – 09.30

Practice Do’s and Don’ts

09.30 – 10.15

Language training 3:
Repeat L 1 and 2 - Greetings, Order food, Shopping and Directions

10.30 – 11.30

Teaching : About learning by doing, classroom behaviour, out of class activities
and DED-IT learning

11.45 – 12.45

Lunch – Order food

13.00 – 13.54

Language training 4. More directions and food vocab

14.15 – 14.30

Teaching Advice. Prepare for Friday. Lesson structure

15.45 – 16.45

Language training 5. Direction game, prepare to go to buy food for our dinner,
tonight!

16.45 – 17.30

Cooking

19.00 –

Welcome Culture Dinner with Basi
Friday

Time

Activity

09.00 – 10.00

Language training 6. Volunteer work and teach vocab

10.15 – 11.45

Prepare to teach. Teach each other with OMP trainees

12.00 – 13.00

Lunch – Order food
29
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13.30 – 16.00

Teaching – Live Exercise – meet reality!

16.15 ( approx)

Feedback Time:
- Exercise
- Volunteers training

17.00 -

Test yourself, what you have learnt
Training questionnaire
Certificate Time
Saturday

Time

Activity

Morning

Nongkhai Excursions on your own

13.00 – 16.00

Individual discussions, briefings as agreed

30
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Annex VIII

CLASS REPORT MODEL

TEACHER’S NAME

COURSE

GROUP NAME

DATE

SUBJECT OF THE LESSON

NOTES

SUGGESTIONS/SOLUTIONS:

SIGNATURE
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Annex IX

Student development project

Due to bottom-up system of local development conduct, this project is ought to be classified in the Master
plan of Nakhon Si Thammarat province before the process of implementation.
Mission Statement
The aim of this project is to focus on improvement of English proficiency of local guides.
I see the role of local guides as a link between eco-tourists, visitors and local people, providing the
foreigners with services such as guided tours and consultancy. The aim of this project is also to raise
awareness of such regions and thus contribute to better understanding of Thai culture and life-style and
the needs of communities.
The target is to place foundations and to support smooth eco-tourism development and to provide the
inhabitants possibility to promote their unique development technologies and philosophy for those
interested.
Teaching volunteers will be provided with home-stay with local families in self-sufficient and learning
community.
Teaching methods will concentrate on conversational skills resulting in getting better confidence and ability
to speak English.
3 teams of 2 people are required this project.
The Details
•

ADDRESS: ul. Generala Piky, Brno, CZ

•

CONTACT

o
•

Klara Machalova
PHONE:

•
o

INTEREST AREA
Community, Employment, Environment
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Introduction and methodology
Thailand has recently become a very popular tourist destination and tourism comprises a very
important part of Thai economy. Unfortunately we are talking about mass tourism. This kind of
tourism usually does not contribute to reduction of poverty of people living in rural areas. The only
people who profit from tourists are usually the owners of travel agencies, hotels, restaurants and
tourist attractions at the tourist destination. Moreover locals begin to lose their unique cultural
identity as they try to adapt to tourist‟s requirement.
Although most of the tourists in Thailand are still looking for holiday by the sea, there are more and
more of those who come there to have a taste of genuine Thailand. One of the ways to do it is
through community based tourism. This form of tourism has been becoming quite popular
especially in developing countries as more and more people start to care about human rights,
environment, poverty and other global problems. In other words they are becoming responsible
tourists.
CBT is a tool for community development. The main idea is to involve local people who have to
participate in and agree with the idea of CBT. It is the basic condition for rural tourism to be
sustainable and the only way for tourism to be able to lead to development of community.
It is necessary that the destination needs to have something interesting to offer to tourists. My
project focuses on Ubon Ratchathani district, which is one of the north-eastern provinces
(changwat) of Thailand, and the country's easternmost. There is a village called Tha Long situated
on the border with Laos,avillage with unique culture called Bru, an amazing scenery and other
tourist attractions.
The goal of this work is to elaborate a project proposal, which should exactly describe a way the
concept of community based tourism should work in village Tha Long. I want to describe form of
this concept that would contribute to improving the socio-economic situation of its members,
reduction of poverty by increasing number of employment opportunities and diversifying income
and at the same time retain all the traditional values of Bru culture.
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Methodology
This work is divided into chapters that are logically related. The first theoretical part of this work
ought to introduce readers to the terms of tourism, community based tourism or Ban Tha Long
village as well as explain its main fundamentals and purposes. The author explains these terms by
applying search procedures whereas using several foreign scientific materials, particularly
electronic publications and particularly the conducted research in the village itself as the main
sources of information.
In the next section, the author draws from the knowledge and experience acquired on practical
internship in Thailand. Therefore it is dealt with pieces of information which were discovered in
Ban Tha Long village. These information mentioned above were gained mainly by interviewing
local people or from empiric research when field research was made and the activities included in
the package for tourists were experienced personally.

1. Basic information about Thailand
Thailand is a country in the south-east Asia located in the central part of the peninsula Rear India
and it also extends to the Malay Peninsula. It borders on Myanmar, Cambodia, Malasia and Laos.
The country is divided into 76 parts (tambon) + Bangkok. The state system is constitutional
monarchy and the current king is Bhumibol Adulyadej (the longest reigning monarch in the world).
Although this function is only representative, the royal family has considerable effort to contribute
to the development of the country and therefore enjoys great popularity among Thai people.
Thailand is located in the tropical belt, and its climate is influenced by monsoons and due to this
fact most of the country has three seasons which divide the year into the tourist season during the
dry season (November to April) and the rainy season (May to October). Monsoons affect mainly
inland, the changes on the south are less noticeable (www.thajsko.com, 2014).
1 Basic information

Capital

Bangkok

Area

513 115 km2

Population

67,01 million

Population density

130 inhabitants/km2

Population 0-14 year

13,2 mil. (19,9%)

Population over 64 years

6,2mil. (9,2%)
7
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Economically active population

47,3mil (70,9%)

Ethnic composition

Thai (75%), Chinese (15%), Malay (3,5%), Khmer
(1%)

Language

Thai (official), Chinese, English, Malay

Religion

Buddhists (94,6%), Muslims (4,6%), other (0,8%)

GDP per capita

9,700 $

Rate of unemployment

0,6 %

Inflation

2,7%

Population below poverty line

7,8%

Monetary unit

baht (THB)

Minimum wage per day

300 THB

Source: (www.britanica.com, 2013)

1.1. Analysis of economy in Thailand
However Thailand was recognized by World Bank as economy with upper middle income, it still
belongs to the developing countries. Developing character of the economy is given by high rate of
employment in agricultural sector as 42 % of economically active population, however contribution
of this sector to GDP is only 12,4 %. On the other hand similarity with developed countries is given
by high employment in both service sector (45%) and industrial sector (43%).
The economy is primarily export-oriented. Thailand ranks among world's leading exporters of
seafood, rice and poultry. It is also considered to be a significant exporter of pick-up cars,
computers and consumer electronics. The main export destinations are Japan, USA a EU, ASEAN
and China (www.mzv.cz, 2013).

1.2. Tourism in Thai economy
Integral and very important part of Thai economy is tourism. Only in 2011 there were 19 million
tourists coming to Thailand and the number is increasing every year. Tourism contributes to GDP
by 6,5% and makes Thailand be an interesting destination not only for tourists but also for
investors.
Considering the fact that tourism constitutes one of the most important foreign incomes and Thais
realize its importance very well, they created Ministry of tourism and sport in 2002 (www.mzv.cz,
2013).
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2. Tourism and regional development
2.1. Impact of tourism
Tourism has many impacts - positive but also negative. Although tourism is one of the pillars of
Thai economy it doesn‟t contribute to GDP as much as it could. The problem is called mass
tourism. According to server tripwant.com this kind of tourism is characterized by three S – sea,
sand and sun which are available for very low costs. There are large numbers of tourists looking for
cheap fun and relax that can be found for example in tourists destinations such as Pattaya or Phuket.
The trouble isn‟t just the low cost of this kind of holiday but also the fact, that most of the money
which is spent by tourists on holiday doesn‟t remain in the country. 70% of profit is taken by hotel
owners, airlines, foreign tour-operators, distributors of imported goods for tourists instead of local
businesses or workers so the contribution to the local economy might be just about 20%
(www.responsibletravel.com, 2013).
Another impact of mass tourism might be destroying of nature. The nature is not protected
adequately in most of the developing countries and the tourist behavior can cause water exhausting
and contamination of rivers and the sea. The damage also includes higher amount of garbage and its
littering on the ground or establishment of huge dumping sites in the forests. As a result the prices
increase and the local people are highly disadvantaged because their income remains unchanged.
Moreover large number of tourists encourages acculturation,they change the original face of the
culture. Sometimes the local people try to adapt to tourist‟s culture as they want to make tourists to
feel like home and of course earn more money.
In the end mass tourism can cause lower quality of service, as the beaches could lose their beauty,
nature full of garbage is also not attractive as well as polluted water. All of this might lead to
lowering of tourist interest to spend their money in the destination. In this case most of the prices
decrease which has a negative impact on economy (www.responsibletravel.com, 2013).

2.2. Responsible tourism
On the other hand tourism can have many positive impacts on a visited destination. The same
opinion have 450 countries that in November 2000 ratified an "Amman Declaration" which
recognized travelling and tourism as a global peace industry (www.unep.org, 2013).
For those who have enough of mass tourism there is a new way of travelling called responsible
tourism. Responsible tourism can contribute to positive developments through employment
creation, income redistribution and poverty abatement.

9
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2.3. Community based tourism
Responsible tourism has few different forms. In this chapter I would like to concentrate on
community based tourism and introduce its strength, advantages, benefits and profits not only for
community members.

2.3.1. Definition of concept
Community based tourism was described in the monolingual ZELENKA AND PÁSKOVÁ
dictionary, 2012 as follows: „…druh cestovního ruchu, jehož koncepce rozvoje vychází z potřeb a názorů
hostitelské komunity. Jeho nabídka je založená na aktivitách místních obyvatel, tradicích, zvycích, kultuře,
místních řemeslech. Jeho realizace vychází z místní ekonomické struk-tury a supra-struktury. Je jednou z
forem udržitelného cestovního ruchu resp. jednou z podmínek jeho realizace, podporuje místní –
ekonomickou diverzitu i kulturní identitu a pomáhá vyhnout se turistické ekonomické monokultuře.“
“…a kind of tourism, which conception of development comes out from needs and opinions of the host
community. Its offer is based on activities of local people, traditions, habits, culture, local handicrafts. Its
realization results from local economic structure and supra-structure. It is one of the forms of sustainable
tourism or if you like one of the conditions of its realization, it supports local economic diversity as well as
cultural identity and helps to avoid tourist economic monoculture.”

2.3.2. Basic elements of CBT
● CBT works on the assumption that it satisfies the community member´s needs. (It is
therefore the opposite of mass tourism which means that in case of CBT most of the profit
remains in community).
● Most of participants in CBT are local people. (The participation of community members is
necessary. They should be involved in preparation, organization and also evaluation of all
the activities.
● Some profit must go back to community. (For community development it is very important,
that some money goes to common budget which means that development concerns also
school, health center or infrastructure).
● The concept requires preservation of the original unchanged culture. (Tourists must respect
the social structures and all the cultural forms and all the customs and rituals must be kept in
the original state.
● Locals are environmentally friendly. (They believe in sustainable nature and tourist must be
informed how to treat nature and they must respect that it is protected by locals from
damage).
● People have right to say no to tourism in their community. (No community should be forced
to tourism project if they do not want it), (www.tourismconcern.org.uk).

10
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2.4. OTOP
OTOP means One Tambon One Product. It is a Thai entrepreneurship stimulus program designed
by Thailand's former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra. The program´s goal is to support the
locally made and marketed products of each Thai tambon (subdistrict). This program was inspired
by Japan's successful One Village One Product (OVOP) program. The OTOP program encourages
village communities to improve the local products' quality and marketing, selecting one superior
product from each tambon to receive formal branding as its "starred OTOP product". It provides
both a local and a national stage to promote these products. OTOP products include a large scale of
local products, including traditional handicrafts, cotton and silk garments, pottery, fashion
accessories, household items and food (www.otop5star.com, 2012).

3. Bru people
People in the village Tha Long belongs to the ethnic group called Bru and originaly they come from
Laos. They crossed the Thai natural boundary (Mekong river) 400 years ago and took up residence
on the other side of Mekong´s coast.There are two kinds of Bru people. The Western group (lives
along the borders of Thailand) and The Eastern (lives along the borders of Vietnam). Their
language is the same (Bru) however there are differences in dialects which might vary across the
villages. Most of Bru people are bilingual they speak both their native language and Thai(head of
village, 2014).

3.1. History
History of the culture dates back to somewhere between 9th and 13th century. Those days Bru
people were members of The Angkor Civilization (or Khmer Empire), which dominated large parts
of Cambodia, Laos and Thailand. This is also based upon the relationship between the Mon-Khmer
languages and of the Bru of the Bolaven Plateau in Champasak Province in southeastern Laos,
which once was the center of the Khmer civilization of Angkor.Approximately 400 years ago some
Bru people had to leave Laos as they were pushed out of Laos by Thai speaking people and forced
southward (wikipedia.org, 2012).

3.2. Religion
Especially in Thailand Bru people are adherents of Theravada Buddhism and animism. Theravada
Buddhism which means Doctrine of the Elders is: “the school of Buddhism that draws its scriptural
inspiration from the Tipitaka, or Pali canon, which scholars generally agree contains the earliest
surviving record of the Buddha's teachings.” Animism is a very spiritual religion and those who
profess it worship their ancestors, the spirit of rice and fire spirit. But most of them are also
practicing their own ethnic religion which is observed as the main along religion of each village.
11
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The most important activities are praying to deceased ancestors for prosperity, guidance, and
protection. Sacred objects to the Bru include relics and fragments of ancient weapons and
household objects (www.accesstoinsight.org, 2009).
Bru people believe in many spirits of nature – whole nature is worshiped – people do not harm it, do
not pollute it. They try to eliminate cutting trees so they do not use wood very much, they pray to
rock formations as they believe in their spirit. And every village usually has its particular guardian
spirit which is there to guard their lives, harvest, health and protect them against bad people,
diseases, starving and so on (joshuaproject.net, 2012).

3.3. Culture
The distinctive features of Bru culture include hierarchy in the community. Bru is a patriarchal
society where men held a higher status than women and older people enjoy respect from their
younger counterparts. Bru men practice polygamy. They can have several wives which are usually
spread out over few villages.
People are very nice and friendly. Most of them are open-minded, easy-going and very generous
people who help each other, respect each other and trust each other which is obvious as there is
almost no criminality rate.
Whole community is outgoing, they like social life. Usually they have their traditional music and
dance and they use many musical instruments such as castanets, drums, gongs, zithers and simple
traditional instruments which are used to accompany singing tales (head of village, 2014).

3.4. Community Talladega
The community Talladega, the target group for implementation of the concept of community
tourism, lives in village Tha Long which is located on the North-East of Thailand in the Ubon
Ratchathani province which belongs to Khong Chiam district. Location of the province and the
village can be seen on the map below. The village lies next to the Mekong River which forms
natural border between Thailand and Laos.

3.4.1. Culture, norms and traditions
As it was mentioned above Bru culture is unique for its customs and traditions. Community
members speak their own Bru language which is spoken only in two villages in Thailand (Ban Tha
Long and Voen Buk) but they understand also Thai language. There are two main religious Buddhism and Animism. Both of them have different customs and traditions. For example animists
believe in spirits and one of them is there to protect their village so every visitor who wants to stay
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overnight must take part in welcome ritual when the head of the village is asking the spirit for
protection of the visitor.
Integrity of the community is strengthening by keeping the traditions such as traditional dance and
traditional music. Even more unique are the performances that are accompanied by people playing
the musical instruments made from bamboo (head of the village,2014).

Community norms
● No community member drinks regularly alcohol (11% did not passed)
● No community member smokes (16% did not passed)
● Everyone older than 6 years has to pray at least once a week (100% passed)
● The elderly get care from youngers ( 10% of all the people)
● Disabled people get care from government, families or community
● Every member participates in community work (100% passed)
(head of the village,2014)

3.4.2. Initial state
Ban Tha Long is situated in the province Ubon Ratchathani. Total population is 266 inhabitants
while female ratio is quite balanced (133 males and 129 females). There are 60 households and the
total area of the village is 8750 acres. 240 are used for agriculture, 45 are inhabited and the rest is
conservation area (head of village, 2014).
Average wage per person in the village is about 45 600 THB/year which is approximately 1 500 $.
However compared with average wage in Ubon Ratchathani it is very little. The vast majority of the
population is employed in the agricultural sector which is characterized by much lower pay
classification than in the case of much more developed service sector in the capital. The main
livelihood is fishing in the Mekong River, which is followed by the cultivation of rice and
producing of bamboo baskets (head of village, 2014).
Low income of local inhabitants are partly caused by lack of jobs and by selling undervalued
products. Due to weak purchasing power of the population it is possible to see disinterest of traders
from other villages to offer their products in Ban Tha Long. There are only 3 small shops with very
similar structure of goods. Traders with richer assortment come to the village once a week.Because
of shortages peoplemust manage with what they grow themselves in their fields. It is almost a habit
that every family has a little field, where they grow their own rice, vegetable or sweet potatoes.

13
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Another job opportunity can be found at local primary school and kindergarden. It provides
employment for 6 people. Children of secondary school age leave the village for studying in distant
cities, as well as students of universitites.In the village, therefore, the age group from 13 to 26 years
almost does not exist.
Some students, of course, remain in the city and they do not want to return back to the village.
However, trend is mostly opposite so far and exactly educated people are great hope for the future
of the village.

3.4.3. Description of the problem
People in the village don´t have many opportunities to find good job there and because the village is
situated quite far from other villages and moreover there is also no paved (proper) road leading
from village, there is very low possibility of working in the surroundings. The most of men who
have job are fishermen. Their catches are used primarily to meet the needs of their families and the
rest of the catch is sold on the market in the next village. Incomes from the sale may vary from day
to day because it always depends on the catch and market competition. Unfortunately the goods
they sell have no added value. They also cultivate fields as the main food for villagers is rice. But
none of this way allows them to earn much money.
Another people in the village make bamboo products. The traditional bamboo product is bamboo
basket for sticky rice which is used by villagers and mainly by those who set out to work early in
the morning and they need to keep their meal with them. There are few kinds of bamboo baskets
(various shape and size) but they don´t innovate their production enough and with the exception of
locals and few tourist there isn´t anyone to buy the baskets which are sold for very low price.
Women are usually at home, taking care of children and doing house works. However there is
group of woman who provide homestay for tourist. The group consists of 4 houses (4 families)
which offer accommodation (board and lodging). Obviouslypeople are interested in tourism in their
village and through this project I would like to follow in their efforts and therefore I want to
propose project, which would achieve a higher number of tourists coming to the village, through.
However, for most of the community members it is difficult to adapt to changes so I decided to
apply a model of community based tourism which should be considerate to Bru culture and to its
customs and traditions.
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4. Development project
4.1. Project proposal
According to the title, this project aims at development of Thai countryside, specifically Talladega
community living in the village Tha Long, by means of supporting tourism which is based on the
uniqueness of the community. This project was proposed for necessities of Talladega community. It
was insisted on keeping all habits and traditions which the community holds for many centuries.
For the community tourism is typical the hight participation of locals.
The involvement of members to this concept assures an additional income, which is not only for the
individuals but it brings money to the budget of whole village. It is very important to explain these
touristic advantages to all members of village because of understanding of benefits which belong to
whole village. Among the primary goals belongs also the sustainabillity of the project, which is
connected with protection of the enviroment.
The final product is 4 days package of activities which was suggested together with the other
members of the community. Thanks to this package tourists will be able to enjoy the beauties and
singularities of Talladega community. Hovewer, it is no itinerary. Some of these activities are
optional so the participation is up the visitors. In case they will not like the activity, the visitors can
find the alternative way of spending free time in the village.
Before launching of this project it was necessary to enquire the whole area, the offered capital and
the tourist potential. Evaluation had to include not only estimation of tourist attractions but also
infrastructure and occurrence of governmental or non-govermental organisations which could be
cooperate and inform us about needs and opinions of community members.
Some of the activities will be connected with the projects of my colleagues Kamila Vacková,
Michaela Gongolová and Lucie Mannová. Our intention is to connect our development projects and
make them mutually helpful. Therefore, the package propagates new products with added value,
which seem to be attractive for tourists.
Gradually, organizational structures will be built. People from the community will be selected and
they will participate. Each of the participants will be clearly explained what his powers and duties
are to tourists and to the whole community. A responsible group will be formed and its will have
decision-making and evaluation skills. These people are responsible for all organizational matters of
tourism in Tha Longs, including its monitoring.
15
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4.2. Objectives and project outcomes
4.2.1. General objective
General objective is to improve quality of life and economic situation of Tha Long inhabitants by
increasing the number of the tourists coming to village through involvement of community
members into realization of the project.

4.2.2. Specific objective
Implementation of community based model in Ban Tha Long without distortion of the cultural
identity of the community.

4.2.3. Project outcomes
● Community meeting agreed on application of community based tourism in the village
● A group of community members participating on project was created
● Members of community are able to provide service
● Functioning promotion of the package
● Evaluation of original form of activities and modification of the original project

4.3. Target group
The target group of the project consists of members of the Talladega community. The project is
focused on fulfilling their requirements and needs, which will be guaranteed by their own involving
in the project. Active participants can obtain some benefits, primarily a financial one, but they will
also acquire very useful knowhow and hard skills. The positive impact of benefits will touch also
the rest of members, who will not be integrated in the project directly.
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4.4. SWOT ANALYSIS
Strengths

Weaknesses



Uniqueness of Bru culture



Weak availability of the village



United community



Short tourist season (6 months)



Environmentally friendly lifestyle





Large number of the tourists activities

Deficiency in hard skills of community
members



Affordable



Low responsibility of head of the village



Sustainability



Low start-up costs



Short return of start-up costs

Opportunities

Threats



Increasing interest of tourists in our
product



Increasing interest of locals in
participating in the program for tourists



Introduction of government support in a
tourist sector and its involvement in the
project in the village



Improvement of infrastructure leading to
the village



Introduction of signing and promotion of
tourists paths and nature trails with a the
main purpose beingimproving of
tourists´ awareness of reasons of nature
conservation



Grantion of the certification OTOP



Unexpected costs



Lack of interest from tourists´ side



Underestimation of the education of
community members



Insufficientfeedback from tourists
especially during the first tours



Rejection of certification OTOP

5. Marketing mix
The followingsection describesa toolforcreatingmarketing. The classic marketing was used; it
means the sum of4 basicmarketing tools thatthe company usestoachievetheir goals.It„sproduct,
price, promotion andplacement.
17
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5.1. Product
A product, offered to potential customers will be four-day programme designed in cooperation with
the Bru community. The uniqueness of the stay is the opportunity to spend several days with local
people and experience the diversity of traditional life on the Thailand countryside. For a tourist it
presents a way how to know the beauty and distinction of the Bru culture.
The project is focused mainly on the European tourists, as according to statistics, Europeans form
the second most numerous group from all amount of tourists visiting Thailand every year. The
biggest amounts of tourists come every year from the southeast of Asia. However, their interest in
CBT is not so significant because cultures of Asian´s nationality are quite similar to the culture of
Thailand. Smaller tourist group consist of American visitors.
This program will contain both, items necessary and obligatory. Also accommodation, transport
from Ubon Ratchathani to the village and back, food and daily activities will be included.

5.1.1. A detailed description of the activities of the tourist program.
1. First day
1. Transport from Ubon Ratchathani to ban Tha Long in the late afternoon.
Meeting at the airport or at the place of arrival to the city.
2. Welcome spiritual ritual
Tourists will go to the spiritual place to the mountains which is close to the village as the
head of the village has to ask the guardian spirit for protection of the visitors.
3. Check in
4. Meeting with locals
Tourists will be warmly welcomed by the villagers before having a short walk through the
village while being learned basic information about its history, habits and customs.
5. Dinner
All the meals will be served in the homestay family where tourists will discover the local
eating habits.
2. Second day
1. Breakfast
Served in the early morning (7 a.m.)
2. Tracking in the national park Phataem
Tracking will be considered as education tour. Tourists will be shown the water system for
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the village, they will see the sacred places and unusual structures that are revered by the
animists. Another attraction are waterfalls with view of the village. Moreover there is a
beautiful view of Laos on the top of the hills. Lunch will be packed in banana leaves.
Return will be approximately at 3pm.
3. Herbal massage
This special type of Thai massage is based on the use of small bags with a mixture of 10
herbs with added aromatic essences. These packages are heated up by steam and applied on
the skin so the body can accept its medicinal substances.
4. Presentation of making traditional bamboo product
Shaman will show how to process various kinds of herbs, how to prepare herbal drinks and
tourist will be given a little gift.
5. Dinner
3. Third day
1. Breakfast
2. Optional activities
During the morning tourists can choose among these activities:
1. Visiting of National park Pa Thaem
● Notable for its Dipterocarp forest cover and for extensive rock art on cliffs
above the Mekong river. The art is estimated to be 3000 years old. The park also
has several examples of Mushroom rocks as well as the largest flower field in
Thailand. (www.wikipedie.com, 2011)
2. Sunrise trip
● Pha Taem cliff serves Thailand's first sunrise view (departure at 5:00am)
3. Visiting the local school
Local school is beautiful and surprisingly developed place with is village proud of.
4. Lunch
5. Mekong cruise
Tourist will sail a engine-driven but traditional fishing boat with an experienced
helmsman.There will be a view of the beautiful local countryside, rock walls spanning the
river on one side and the Lao mountain peaks on the other side.A little bit more interesting
will be the cruise thanks to stories about life on legendary Mekong river.
6. Budha footprint
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One of the biggest tourist attraction is Buddha footprint. The footprint as a sculptural object
has a long history stemming from the first examples made in India. It is located straight in
the village and according to legend it was left behind by the Buddha himself. There will
beexcursion and tourist will be told interesting stories about Buddha and his footprint.
7. Social evening
Last night tourists spend in the company with all of the community members they have met
in the village. Local dancers will perform traditional dances and local musician will play
traditional music on traditional instrument made from bamboo. Common dinner is also
included.
4. Fourth day
1. Breakfast
2. Departure
Departure time is 10a.m
Note: Unless otherwise stated, the meals are served at the following times: Breakfast at 8:00 am,
lunch at 12:00a.m. and dinner at 6:00p.m.

5.2. Promotion
Propagation of the tourist program will be carried out as follows:
1. Website
All information about the journey will be able to find via Internet. For creation of the website a
student from Ksasetsart University can be chosen, who can use his work for a bachelor or
diploma thesis. By this way operation costs can be much lower. Then, student should explain
some basic information how to work with the website to a responsible person, while a technical
part will remain as his administration.
2. Leaflets
The propagation of the tourist package through the leaflets should happen mainly in our
cooperating organizations. In Thailand, the leaflets should be found in Ksasetsart University of
Bangkok, in the Community development centre in Ubon, in branch offices of Responsible
Travel or in hotels of travel agency that propagates our websites. In the Czech Republic there
will be propagation held by the travel portal Hedvábná stezka. The leaflets proposal are
enclosed in annexes.
3. Partner organizations
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Partner organizations that might be interested in participation in the project are the following:
● Responsible travel
● the Travel Foundation
● Ksasetsart Univerzity in Bangkok
● Community development center in Ubon
● Hedvábná stezka
● Thai.cz

4. The social network
Facebook becomes very popular propagation canal. On Facebook there is possible to create a page
with amount of information about Talladega community, about opportunities its development and
of course about the tourist package. Also tourist´s experiences and impressions with the program
can be shared there with others and a community based holiday in Ban Tha Long would recommend
to their friends or just share the Facebook website.

5.3. Place
The tour will take place in the village Ban Tha Long in Ubon Ratchathani. It is the eastern district
of Thailand and the village is located next to the Mekong river which is a natural border between
the Thailand and Laos. The village is quite far from the bigger town (about 20 km) and there is not
proper road leading to the village. There is also no regular transport to the village so the transport
for tourists must be specially arranged.
The major part of the activities from the package will take place in the village however the
mountain tours and the trip to see the sunset in Pha Taem national park take place in the countryside
of Ban Tha Long.

5.4. Price
The final price was determined based on following:
1. Competition analysis (tab.2 in annexes).
2. Estimation of attendance – 3 models:
● Pessimistic – Expected number of tourists buying our product in this case is about 50/6
months. If the attendance was really that low and if there were many single tourists then
the costs would be higher than revenues
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● Realistic – In this case the we expect about 120 tourists/6 months to buy the product –
This model is considered as the most likely variant.
● Optimistic – This model shows rather future. In this case the estimation of attendance
during the first seasons is very ambitious. However 270 tourists could be real number for
future years.
In the chart below it is possible to see what the price/person includes:
Included
Accomodation (4 days, 3 nights)
Meals (3 times a day)
Transport costs during the holiday
Daily activities
Excluded
Transport costs to/from Ubon Ratchathani
Costs of optional activities
Travel insurance
Personal expenses

5.5. People
The total number of people necessary for realisation of activities is 25. This number includes: head
of village (1), homestay (4), shaman (1), teacher (1), masseur (1) travel guide to National Park (2),
bamboo products maker (3), driver (2), helmsman (2), web maker (1), boat owners (3), elder (2)
community development worker(1), specialist in the field of tourism (1)
Decision-making and evaluative authorities will be given to the authority commission. The
commission consists of following members: Council of Elders (2 representatives) head of village
(1), community development worker (1), specialist in a field of tourism (1).
Coming within its competence there will be assigning of each role. In some cases it is obvious, who
will be responsible for a function. For example homestay function will be only provided by those,
who were trained and have appropriate houses. In the case of big interest of people for one function,
it will be possible to provide more services and the people will be changing. By the time, amounts
of workers can decrease depending on ability to make the work properly, what can also serve as a
motivation for community members to provide bigger effort to make the work as best as they can.
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6. Financing
The following chapter describes financial analysis, that is necessary for calculation of all costs
needed for project realization. There are particular expenses and the prices further described in
tables below.

6.1. Project budgets
It is possible to see the calculation of start-up costs in Tab.4.While completing of the table of startup costs, it was initial to achieve the costs to burden the community fund as less as possible and to
repay the amount as soon as possible. The prices stated to particular items are the lowest for which
the products can be bought. According to the theory of sufficient economy, there are

only

necessary items included in the costs, especially those that are focused on hygienic standards of
foreign tourists. The amount of particular items needed is derived from the maximum amount of
tourists (in some cases it was necessary to think about reserves). After counting up of startup costs
we counted a price on 83 501 THB. The prices of particular items may vary in time (for example
the price of fuel may increase and contrarily, the price of the mobile tarrifs may decrease), so that´s
why it is important to not take the final price as accurate.
The costs for one session are divided into two tabs(Tab.5, Tab.6), which deal with the fixed and
variable costs. The particular items are further more concretely described to see what the money are
paid for. In the table of fixed costs are noted all items whose price is not derived from the number
of tourists participated. After counting up of all fixed costs we proceed to price 11 308 THN (348
USD)
The next table deals with the variable costs. In this case, the price is derived from the number of
tourists participated which I took into consideration while putting the prices together. The optional
activities have number zero in the column because their prices aren´t included in the startup variable
costs. The variable costs were counted by full occupation on 18 845 THB (581,5 USD)
When we count up fixed and variable costs, the total costs for one session are 30 153 THB (930
USD). This price presents only the costs without any profit per community.

6.2. Group prices
Tab.7 shows individual group prices. The final price was established by the following method.First
of all, costs per a person are counted (Total costs/Number of persons). These costs are then
increased by a speculated profit according to the first column. After that, these sums are rounded
and scaled from each otherequally. In the last step, the exact percentage profit is counted
retrospectively, as shown in the last column. The lowest price is considered for a group of 8 people
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(5000 THB). The price for one person is undervalued (10 000 THB) with regard to the general price
level of a product. In case only one person in involved in the package tour, it fails to profit. On the
other hand, it profits significantly when it comes to however large groups and numbers of
individuals.
I consider this method of funding a really effective way of avoiding negative numbers. Two options
for a united package tour price were offered:
1. The price for one person would be too high in case of a guaranteed coverage of all costs, and
therefore it would cause the product to lose its competitive ability.
2. To ensure a competitive ability of a product, the price would have to be established with regard to
its rival products, which highly increases the risk of loss in case of a low package tour attendance.
Tab.7

Expected
profit (%)
0
15
30
30
30
40
40
40

Number of
tourists
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Total cost
(THB)
14223
15963
17703
21418
23158
24898
28513
30153

Cost/person
(THB)
14223
7981,5
5901
5354,5
4631,6
4149,7
4073,3
3769,1

Total
cost/person+pr
ofit (THB)
13000
9178,7
7671,3
6960,9
6021,1
5809,5
5702,6
5276,8

Rounded
(THB)
10000
8500
7500
7000
6500
6000
5500
5000

Real profit
(%)

-29,7
6,5
27,1
30,7
40,3
44,6
35,0
32,7

6.2.1. Estimation of attendance
Tabs of attendance (Tab.8, Tab.9, Tab.10) was proposed for 6 months starting with November and
ending in April, which marks the tourist season in Thailand while most of the country experiences a
rainy season for the rest of the year. The attendance was estimated according to data obtained from
the village Tha Long‟s records. 3 models were developed because of these data – optimistic,
realisticand pessimistic one. In the early months, it is taken into account that lower number of
tourists participates, however, this number ought to grow with time. The realistic model is
considered the most probable version of the project.Charts of estimated attendance can be found in
the annexes.

6.2.2. Cash flow analyses
Cash flow represents inflow and outflow of finances in monitored period. It can found out change
of finances in monitored period. State of cash flow inform about actual state of finances in
monitored period. Finances means: cash money, money in a bank account etc. Cash flow inform of
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difference

between

incomes

and

outcomes

finances

(real

movement

of

finances),(www.ucetnikavarna.cz,2014).
Expected cash flow of finances is clearly shown in Tab.11. Monitored period is one month. Cash
flow analyze calculates with three predict models of incomes: pessimistic, realistic and optimistic.
These models are based on estimation of the attendance of village. Estimation of the attendance is
shown in Tab.8, Tab.9 and Tab.10. The expected profit from whole season (six month) in
pessimistic model is -2 615 THB, realistic model is 221 765 THB and optimistic model is 505 196
THB.

6.3. Source of funding
The project‟s funding will be arranged by funds which a village has at its disposal. It includes these
funds:
1. Community development fund (280 000 THB)
2. Mother fund (46 000 THB)
3. Money from government (1 million THB)

7. Field research
The data were collected during the 30 days long research fellowship on several places in Thailand.
The following methods were used during the research:
● Informal interviews (with head of village, school teachers, leader of homestay group)
● Formal interview (with head of village, in OTOP)
● Participation in the life of the group (in the village Ban Jamroong and Ban Tha Long)
● Collective discussions (in the OTOP center, Bangkok)

8. Risks analysis
Risk analysis should answer the question which threats impact the project and which measures
ought to be taken in order to minimalize them. Finding the answer for the question how to prevent
these risks and threats is a part of the analysis. SWOT analysis, which can be found at the end of the
chapter, was used within the project.

8.1. Risks in community
One of the risks that could jeopardize the project is, for instance, the community members‟
insufficient preparation for the tourists‟ arrival. Although some of the members have attended
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training courses on how to work with foreign tourists, situations which they would not know how to
deal with are still expected to come.

8.2. Organization risks
One of the biggest threats is the underestimating of the preparatory phase.So long as not everything
is ready, these flaws will prevent the project from its smooth progress, which will further influence
both the locals and the tourists rather negatively. One of the important steps is to familiarize the
locals with the project‟s course. Furthermore, it is necessary to explain the difference in culture,
customs and habits to both the locals and the tourists. This way misunderstanding in culture
differences are prevented.Naturally it is necessary to put emphasis on informing the tourists about
both allowed and prohibited habits and customs. A tourist is a „foreigner‟ and therefore should keep
to the customs of the places he or she visited. The tourists will be notified about these customs via
their e-mails. Even with all these measures, it is still possible that the tourists will not respect the
Bru culture customs. In that case, there is a danger that the locals will not be satisfied and will
refuse to continue with the project. This does not have to have an immediate impact thanks to the
sporadic characteristic of the cases but it can become a long-term process given by the culture
differences, which will always be evident and detectable.
Unforeseen expenses, which are not included in the budged, could be another risk. To give an
example, a vehicle that is meant to transport the tourists breaks down. These unexpected expenses
could complicate the funding of the project.
Another threatening risk is the tourists‟ lack of interest which could be caused by poor publicity for
instance. It is also possible that organizations which once agreed on the collaboration cancel last
minute.
Insufficient tourists‟ feedback counts among other threatening factors. That could be caused by a
neglectful filling out of a questionnaire that they receive at the end of their stay, or by refusing to
fill it out at all. It is therefore possible for tourists to be dissatisfied with something but impossible
for the issues to be prevented in the future because no necessary measures could be taken.

8.3. Sustainability
Sustainability of the project is one of the underlying criteria for project realization. Term
sustainability is often defined differently. One of the possible definition of the sustainability project
is: “The project is sustainable, if those who live with its results henceforward, use the benefits they
perceive (positive results) regardless of form of existing project outputs.”
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Factors, that influent probability of sustainability of the project, are divided into internal and
external. The internal factors can be influenced by the implementer and they are related to specific
project, its inputs, activities and outputs. In contrast, the external factors usually cannot be
influenced by the implementer (www.evaluace.com).
In our case there will be a commission which will control the process of the project. There will be
repetitive sessions to evaluate how the project runs, if there is something to make better or to solve
complications that appeared.
I suggest evaluation of the sustainability of the project from reasons that follows:


imperceptible impact of government unrest for amount of tourists visiting the country
(although Thailand politics is often considered as unstable, it lasts already decades and there
was never a significant negative impact on the amount of foreign tourists detected.)

● Existence of professional commission that supervise on well running of the project (In our
case there will be a commission which will control the process of the project. There will be
repetitive sessions to evaluate how the project runs, if there is something to make better or to
solve complications that appeared.)
● Sparing approach of villagers to the environment. (For the community members,
environmentally staring approach to the environment is commonplace.)
● Expertise (Workers were trained before.)
● Clear ownership relations
● Financial undemands (The project was designed for the minimal burden of the community
budget and also to be financially available for tourists.)

9. Conclusion
The aim of this thesis was to propose development of project, which would let to the improvement
of economical situation of inhabitants of thai village called BanTha Long via creation of package of
activities for tourists. The nescessary part was the data collection and analysis of all options which
are possible to be tender by villagers. During the data evaluation was important to take into account
the fact, that the project is propose for a specific culture, which is diametrically different, compared
with the european one. Relevant part of the evaluation was a fellowship in the local community
which lead up to understanding the cultural disctinctions and allowed mi to propose a project which
would be beneficial to the members of the comunity and at the same time not undermine the local
culture.
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The aim of the project was also to prove profitability and sustainability of the project. The chapter
financing discus the profitability if we consider the application o realistic model. In this case we
expect more than 100 tourists per tourist season.
The positive result of finantial analysis was influenced by price making method. The stratagy Buy
more pay less, favourable for tourists and profitable for community which can be seen in the
Tab.11. Only in the case of high number of single tourists the incomes would be lower than
outcomes. At the same time it must be taken in consideration that the product is still competitive.
These positive facts suggest that implementation of community based tourism has positive impacts
on economy situation of Ban The Long´s inhabitants.
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ANNEXES
Logical framework

Objective verificated indicators of
achievement

Source and means of
verification

Overal
objective

Improvement of economic situation
through implementation of community
based tourism in Ban Tha Long

Increase of avarage income per
household

Regional income statistics
data

Specific
objectives

Tab. 1

Implementation of community based
model in Ban Tha Long

Increase of number of tourist staing
overnight

Regional income statistics
data

Willingness of community
members in participating
in the realisation of project

YES/NO

Notation from meeting

Well managed
organization

25 community members

Signatures

Interest of community
members in participating

Fullfilling of goals

Notation from control of real
state

Sufficient number of
community members who
want to get involved

4. Functioning promotion of the
package

Website, leaflets, cooperation with
partner organisations

Links at sites of partner
organizations, functioning
web, leaflets in the centres of
partner organisation

Appropriately designed
environment

5. Evaluation of original form of
activities and modification of the
original package

Modificated package

Notation from meeting

Well working cooperation
with partner organisations

Intervention logic

1. Community meeting agreed on
application of community based
tourism in the village

Expected results

2. A group of community members
participating on project was created
3. Members of community are able to
provide service

1.1. Community members meeting

Assumption

Feedback from tourists

1.2. Explaination of project to
community members
1.3. Vote on the establishment of
community tourism in the village
2.1 Addressing of potential participants
2.2. Assignment of the roles

Activities

3.1. Community development worker
ensure expert for tourism
3.2. Expert evaluates project proposal
(eventually edit)
3.3. Expert meets community
3.4. Expert familiarise the community
with project proposal
3.5. There is discussion with community
members and expert
3.6. Potential adjustment of proposal
3.7. Head of village give a task to
person responsible for purchase of
equipment
3.8. The authorized person buys
everything from list
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4.1. Community development worker
approaches partner organisations and
agreed on cooperation
4.2. Community development worker
approaches a student from Ksasetsart
university who create website for
community based tourism
4.3. Coordinator ensures printing of
leaflets
4.4. Drivers distributes leaflets
5.1. Meeting of authority commision ->
report
5.2. Meeting of all the participants on
tourism in the village
5.3. Modification proposal

Competition analysis
Tab. 2

Name of the programe
EETING HILL TRIBES AMONG
FORESTS AND PADDY FIELDS
BECOME A FISHERMAN IN THE
BAY OF PHANG-NGA
LIVING WITH ETHNIC MINORITIES
IN MAE HONG SON
SILK, VILLAGERS AND KHMER
HERITAGE OF THAILAND

THB

USD

LENGTH

(from)5778

178,3

3days/2nights

(from)7356

227,0

4days/3nights

(from)5395

166,5

3days/2nights

(from)8124

250,7

4days/3nights
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Gantt diagram
Tab. 3

1.YEAR
2.YEAR
June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May
Preparation phase
Scholar intership
Field research
Evaluation of the
initial state looking
for appropriate
solutions to improve
the economic
situation
SWOT Analysis
Logical framework
Demand analysis
and competition
research
Finantial analysis
Completing of the
project
Realization phase
The meeting of all
community
members and
xplaination of
project
Assignment of the
roles
Training of
coordinator in
English
Purchase of
necessary
equipment
Reconstruction of
bathrooms
Creation of website,
print of leaflets+
distribution
Creation of
authority
commision
Final phase
Launching of the
project – arrival of
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first tourists
Evaluation of the
tours

Initial costs
Tab. 4

ITEM
Mosquito net
First aid equipment
-life jacket
-first aid kit
House equipment
-bedding
-blanket
-pillow
Bathroom renovation
-floor tilling
-glue for tilles
-grout
-craftsman
basic hygiene needs
-soap
-toalet paper
-detergents
-towel
Promotion
-web creation
-webhosting
-domain
-leaflets
Equipment for coordinator
-laptop
-mobile phone
-mobile tarrif
Community development
worker
-fuel
-driver
-work
Lessons of english
-lessons of english in Ubon
-fuel

UNIT

PRICE[THB]

PRICE
[USD]

NUMBER
OF PIECES

piece

200

6.20

8

piece
piece

330
1800

10.20
55.50

9
4

piece
piece
piece

200
200
200

6.20
6.20
6.20

8
8
8

m2
bag,25kg
bag,5kg
hour

166
518
213
200

5.10
16.00
6.60
6.20

98
10
16
32

piece
piece
piece
piece

15
10
300
100

0.50
0.30
9.30
3.10

4
4
4
8

piece
1/year
1/year
piece

500
1700
0
5

15.40
52.50
0.00
0.20

1
1
0
1000

piece
piece
1/month

7000
2500
500

216.00
77.10
15.40

1
1
1

litre
hour
hour

39
200
400

1.20
6.20
12.30

25
5
4

litre

5000
39

154.30
1.20

1
200
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Total

83501

2576.40

UNIT

PRICE[THB]

PRICE
[USD]

NUMBER
OF PIECES

piece
kWh

5000
2000
1300
10

154,3
61,7
40,1
0,3

1
1
1
3

day

500

15,4

4

piece
litre
hour

200
39
200

6,2
1,2
6,2

1
2
2

piece
piece
-

50
3
5
11088

1,5
0,1
0,2
342,1

1
10
50

Fixed costs
Tab. 5

ITEM
Social evening
-dance group (+ all the
equipment)
-food
-drinks
-energy
Coordinator
-work
Boat trip
-boat rental
-oil
-helmsman
Propagation
- web
-Questionaires
-leaflet
Total
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Variable costs
Tab. 6

ITEM
Yourney there and Back
-fuel
-driver

UNIT

PRICE[THB]

PRICE
[USD]

NUMBER
OF PIECES

litre

39
800

1.2
24.7

75
2

200
150
10

6.2
4.6
0.3

8
8
8

person

Accomodation/Person
-night

night/person

-food

food/person

-energy

kWh/person/day

Basic toiletries
-soap

piece

-toilet paper

piece

15
10

0.5
0.3

8
8

piece/person

200

6.2

8

-herbs

piece

-massager

hour

50
300

1.5
9.3

0
0

-

500

15.4

8

-

100

3.1

0

piece

30
150
200

0.9
4.6
6.2

8
4
2

50
500
18845
29933

1.5
15.4
581.5
923.6

8
8

Welcome ritual/Person
Massage/Person

National park guide/Person
Buddha footprint/Person
Shaman/Person/Hour
-herbal sweets
-alcohol

litre

-shaman

hour

Basket manufacture/Person
-material
-bamboo basket manufacture

piece

Total
Total costs (fix + var)

35
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Prices for Groups
Tab. 7

Expected
profit
(%)
0
15
30
30
30
40
40
40

Num of
tourists
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Total
Total
cost/person+profit
Real profit
cost(THB) Cost/person(THB)
(THB)
Rounded
(%)
14223
14223
13000
10000
-29,7
15963
7981,5
9178,7
8500
6,5
17703
5901
7671,3
7500
27,1
21418
5354,5
6960,9
7000
30,7
23158
4631,6
6021,1
6500
40,3
24898
4149,7
5809,5
6000
44,6
28513
4073,3
5702,6
5500
35,0
30153
3769,1
5276,8
5000
32,7

Estimation of the attendance
Tab. 8 Realistic model of estimation of the attendance

November
December
January
February
March
April

1
1+1
2
3+1
3+1
2
2

2
1
1
1+1
3+1
2+1
1+1

3
3+1
3
2
2+2
3+2
1

4
1
2+1
3+2
2+1
1+1
3

5
1
2
3
3
2+1
2

6
2
1+1
3+1
2+2
2
2

7
2+1
2
4
2
2+2
4

8
1
2
x
x
3
x

4
0
2
3
2
1
0

5
0
0
2
1
2
2

6
3
1
1
2
0
0

7
0
0
3
1
2
2

8
1
0
x
x
1
x

Tab. 9 Pesimistic model of estimation of the attendance

November
December
January
February
March
April

1
0
2
0
2
1
0

2
1
0
1
0
0
0

3
2
3
0
1
3
0
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Tab. 10 Optimistic model of estimation of the attendance

November
December
January
February
March
April

1
3+1
2+2
6+2
8
2+2
2

2
4
2
6
2+2+2
3
0

3
2+1
4
4+1
4+2
6+2
6

4
2+1
5+1
2+2
4
3
4+2

5
2
3
4
6+2
4
3

6
4
0
6
2+2
3+1
2+2

7
2
3+3
2+2
4+2
2+3
6

8
4+2
4
x
x
5
x

Cashflow
Tab. 11

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

Incomes:
Outcomes:
Total:
Incomes:
Outcomes:
Total:
Incomes:
Outcomes:
Total:
Incomes:
Outcomes:
Total:
Incomes:
Outcomes:
Total:
Incomes:
Outcomes:
Total:
Total per season:

Realistic model
137500
127939
9561
147500
129444
18056
194000
137041
56959
201500
137041
64459
204000
145574
58426
131500
117196
14304
221765

Pesimistic model
59500
62112
-2612
66500
63852
2648
82000
79815
2185
61000
62112
-1112
86500
92298
-5798
34000
31926
2074
-2615
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Optimistic model
227500
156484
71016
217000
147716
69284
259000
167361
91639
296000
177836
118164
270500
176129
94371
190500
129778
60722
505196

Propagation material

Pic. 1

Map of Ban Tha Long

Pic. 2
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Own pictures captured in Ban Tha Long
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Thajsko

Support of local fishermen in Ban Woen Buek
Bc. Hana Váňová
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1. Performance
The idea for project orientation was formed during the scholarly internship in Thailand
implemented by the SID program. The project is based on the author’s environment analysis
during the one-month long stay in Thailand.
This project is aimed on support of local fishermen by bring the added value to fish by their
processing and possibility to sell them more expensive. The project is in conjunction with other
projects aimed at encouraging of the village too. These projects are focused on support of
tourism, within organizing of trips with local guides and cruises along Mekong River on
thematic ships with samples of fishing techniques. Tourism is associated with accommodation
provided by local families in their houses (households). In general the projects are based on
increasing of supplementary income of local people, it could be also possible by bringing of
added value to local resources for instance as fish or pineapples, capturing in the specific
projects too. These all projects are supported by Community Development Department Khong
Chiam, incurred with approval and interest of the head of the village Ban Woen Buek Mr.Sudthie Phoengpha and after communication with local people and environment analysis.

2. Territorial Information
2.1 Thailand
Constitutional monarchy of Thailand is the only Southeast Asian nation, which have never been
colonized by European powers. A unified Thai kingdom has existed since the mid-14th century
and in 1939 it officially became the Kingdom of Thailand

[1]

. Thailand consists of 76 provinces

and Bangkok, which is one special administrative area. Each province is divided into districts
and those into small local government units, called Tambon. GDP per capita is about 4 972 USD
in 2011 and it still ranks Thailand among the developing countries. The World Banks since 2011
recognizes Thailand as an economy with a higher middle income [2].
The economy of Thailand is reliant on exports, which account for 60% of Thailand’s
approximately US$387.25 bilion GDP (October 2014). The economy of Thailand is the 2nd
largest in Southeast Asia. Thailand’s exports consist primarily of agricultural products including
5
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fish and rice, of which it is the largest exporter in the world, as well as textiles, rubber,
automobiles, computers and other electronic appliances, and jewelry. While one of the premier
tourist destinations in the world, Thailand relies on tourism to provide only 7 % of its GDP [1].
The structure of the GDP resembles the structure of advanced countries with a strong
predominance of services (44,2% of GDP) and industry (43,6% of GDP). The developing nature
of the Thai economy is also confirmed still disproportionately high share of the population in the
agricultural sector. Although agriculture shares of GDP only around 12.4%, is a workforce of
nearly 42% of the workforce [2].
Poverty in Thailand is primarily a rural phenomenon, with over 80% of the country's 7.3 million
poor living in rural areas. Some regions (particularly the North and Northeast) and some ethnic
groups lag greatly behind others, and the benefits of economic success have not been shared
equally, especially between Bangkok, Thailand’s largest urban area, and the rest of the country.
Income inequality and lack of equal opportunities have persisted [3].
Tab. No. 1: Basic information about Thailand

Initial country
Population
Population density
Area
Capital
Ethnic groups
Religion
Weather

GDP composition by sector of origin

Currency
Population 0-14 years
Economically active population
(15-64 years)
Population over 64 years
Minimum wage per day

Kingdom of Thailand
66,720,153 (2013 est.)
130.0 inhabitants/km2
513 120 sq km
Bangkok
75–85% Thai, 14% Thai Chinese11% Others (2009 census)
94.6% of Thais are Buddhist, 4.6% of Thais are Muslim 0.7%
of Thais are Christian
The weather in Thailand is generally hot and humid: typical of
its location within the tropics. Generally speaking, Thailand
can be divided into three seasons: “hot” season, rainy season,
and “cool” season, though Thailand’s geography allows
visitors to find suitable weather somewhere in the country
throughout the year [1].
Services: 44,2%
Industry: 43,6%
Agriculture: 12,3 %
The currency of Thailand is the Thai Baht (THB). 1THB = US
$0.033, 1THB = € 0.024
19,90%
70,90%
9,20%
300 baht

Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic, 2014

6
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2.2 Province Ubon Ratchathani
Ubon Ratchathani is

northeast

eastern Thailand’s

province and is bordered on the east by the Mekong River
and Laos, and to the south by Cambodia. The province is
about 629 kilometres from Bangkok. It is easily accessible
by land and by air. The province covers an area of 15,819
square kilometres. The governance jurisdiction of Ubon
Ratchathani is divided to 20 districts, 5 sub-districts, 261
tambons,

23

municipalities,

2,518

villages,

108

communities, and 362,853 households, with a total
population of 1,765,838. Of this total, 884,348 are male
and 881,490 are female, about 99.8 percent of them are
Buddhists. The majority of the population work in
agricultural, namely, rice growing, farming, trading, and
labouring, with the average revenue for one person 2,364
baht per year. [4].

Fig 1 Location of Ubon Ratchathani province
(Source: Wikipedia)

Ubon Ratchathani is well known for its strong Buddhist tradition, particularly forest-dwelling
monks, and a distinctive folk culture which finds expression in the cuisine, handicrafts, and
traditional events, such as the Candle Festival. People are very kind and generous, especially
showing respect to the elders in the community. There is variety of templates serve as sites of
tourist interest. The nature-tourism attractions include Phataem,Sao Chaliang, Pa-dong natam
forest, Kaeng Sapue, Sroysawan Waterfall, and Kaeng Tana national park. Two powergenerating dams, Sirinthorn and Pakmoon, are not only multi-purpose, but also provide
accommodation and facilities for tourists [4].
From the economy side, even though there are 2 main rivers running through or bordering Ubon
Ratchathani there is not a lot of evidence of industry here. The main input comes from
agriculture with government being second. Tourism here plays a role but it is only minor. If the
area was promoted more that percentage of the economy could increase significantly [5].

7
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2.3 Localization of the project
This project is aimed at village Ban Woen Buek, which is
located in the eastern district Khong Chiam (Figure 2).
There are two national parks – Kaeng Tana and Pha Taem.
The population is about 32,700 and land area 765,0km2 [6].
The district is subdivided into 5 subdistricts - Tambon
which are further subdivided into 50 villages [7].
This project is focused on Ban Woen Buek (Figure 3),
which is located on the river side of Mekong and at the
Laos border. This is the reason, why the main income of
this village comes from fishing. The statistics information
about Ban Woen Buek is gained from Community
Development Department Khong Chiam as a output of

Fig 2 Location of Khong Chiam district in Ubon
Ratchathani province (Source: Wikipedia)

communication with Mr. Rewat employee of this
department. There are 103 families with population of 319, 157 men and 162 women in this
village. Regarding to age structure there are 15,04% inhabitants in the age 0 -14 years, 73,04%
15-64 years old and 11,92% is older than 65. The average income is 30,000 Baht per person per

Fig 3 Ban Woen Buek general map (Source: Google Maps, 2014)

8
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year (Community Development Department, 2014). In the village is situated one primary school
with 66 children, one Tambon Health Centre, one cultural centre, two shops with goods grocery
and one temple. The major religious group represents Buddhist, which is almost 100 % of
population. A large part of the population came from Laos. One household owns 2 hectare of
land at the maximum (12 rai), because rest of the area belongs to the national park. For this
reason inhabitants plant the fruit and rice only for personal need and the most common
occupation is fisheries. Regarding to transportation the nearest bus stop is 7 km far away and the
nearest town Khong Chiam is remote 10 km from the village.
There are 4 professional occupational groups in the village (Community Development
Department, 2014):
1) Group of Fishermen
This group was established in 2010 and has 67 members.
2) Group The Fund Management Committee
This group manages the community fund and this is its organizational structure:
Tab. No. 2: Organizational structure of The Fund Management Committee

Name
Mr. Somjai Phoengpha
Mr. Somsri Phoengpha
Mr. Samai Voangsakon
Mr. Yongyut Phoengpha
Mr. Sutep Phoengpha
Mr. Boonsanong Phoengpha
Mr. Vichai Jula
Mr. Wanna Phoengpha
Mrs. Kramon Phoengpha

Function
Group president
Vice-president
Group Secretary
Group Treasurer
Assistant of Treasurer
Group Director
Group Director
Group Director
Group Director

Source: Community Development Department Khong Chiam, Author’s work, 2014

3) Advisory Group
Tab. No. 3: Organizational structure of Advisory Group

Name
Mr. Sudthie Phoengpha
Mr. Pongsakon Jula

Function
Head of the village
Representative of district Khong Chiam

Source: Community Development Department Khong Chiam, Author’s work 2014

9
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The village has one million Bath in the village fund. There is the ability to borrow money
from the fund of the village and finance the project as this one.
4) Group of Women
The group was established in order to women's empowerment in the village and has about
50 members.

3. Identification of the problem
There are huge differences between urban and rural areas in Thailand. How was mentioned the
poverty is primarily rural phenomenon and particularly the North and Northeast of Thailand,
where is localization of the project situated. The targeted area Ban Woen Buek is situated next to
river Mekong, which is huge resource of fish for this place and regarding to this is fishery the
main occupation for this area. Fishermen are used to sell raw fish for low price and they have
very small income from it. The solution is adding value, which means processing fish such as
smoking to more valuable product. The strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the
project are evaluated in SWOT analysis (Tab. No. 4).
Tab. No. 4: SWOT Analysis

SWOT analysis

Strengths

Support of local fishermen
Development of social and human capital of
local people
Diversifying production and use of local
resources
New job opportunities for local people
Uniqueness of the product
Low start-up costs
Interest of local people
Lack of competitors in given area

Opportunities

Demand of new product on the market
Tourism interest in Ban Woen Buek
OTOP product and promotion
Possibility of expanding in abroad

Weaknesses

Insufficient promotion
Delinquency of fish catch
Fluctuating quantities of fish caught
Necessary cooperation between fishermen and
members of new community enterprise
New product on the market
Group's organizational problems

Threats

Group's organizational problems
Insufficient demand for the product
Low inflow of tourists
Failure to obtain OTOP and FDA certification

Source: Community Development Department Khong Chiam, Author’s work, 2014
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3.1 Justification
This project should be supported because of his simplicity and easy understandability for local
people and the associated interest in the participation and at the same time for its great potential
to help them obtain supplementary income. The final product will also help to promote
manufacturing and the village Ban Woen Buek. The project follows King’s philosophy of
Sufficiency Economy, it means that people in rural areas should be relatively self-reliant at the
household or community level and highlights the importance of learning and sharing at this level.

4. The Mekong River and fisheries
With the mighty 4,909 kilometer long is Mekong River the tenth largest world’s river. The
Mekong river is one of the richest areas of biodiversity in the world. Estimations of the Mekong
region’s bio data include approximately 20,000 plant species, 430 mammal species, 1,200 bird
species, 800 reptile and amphibian species, and 850 fish species, with new species still being
discovered [8].
The fisheries of the Mekong are among the largest in the world and are a lifeline for the people
in the region. Fisheries are a main occupation for the Mekong’s population and provide most
people with their primary source of protein. As the population of the Lower Mekong Basin is
predicted to grow to over 100 million by 2025, dependence on the fishery sector will increase.
Total catches and production from Mekong fisheries amounted to about 3.9 million tons in 2008.
The Mekong fishery sectors in Thailand add over US$750 million the Thai GDP each year [8].
About 81 % of total production of fish is used for human consumption, the balance of 19 percent
is destined to become animal feed. In Thailand is about 24 % of fish consumed fresh and the
remainder processed through chilling, freezing, canning, dried and/or salted, and/or converted
into shrimp paste or fish sauce

[9]

. Smoked are not so common and they didn’t know this

technique in the target area of the project.
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4.1 Factors driving the fish production
A sustained fish production is possible only through a coordinated effort encompassing these 4
components:
HYDROLOGY:
Water level
Flood duration
Flood timing

FLOODPLAIN
ENVIRONMENT:

FISH
PRODUCTION

Flooded vegetation
Refuges

MIGRATIONS:
Triggers
Obstacles

FISHING:
Fishers group
Fishing intensity

Fig 4 Factors driving the fish production (Source: World Fish Centre, Author's work)

5. Fishing in the Ban Woen Buek
The main season for fishing is from January to July during the raining season. The fishermen are
used to sell the fresh fish to the market in the 10 kilometer distance city Khong Chiam for a low
price. The fish are processing in the town and sold for a higher price. The number of kilograms
of caught fish depends on the season, because the difference between raining season and dry
season can be up to several tens of kilograms per day (approximately 70-80 kg at maximum and
2-3 kg at minimum per day). The average amounts 10 kilograms per day per person during the
year (Author's environment analysis).
The fishermen in Ban Woen Buek are used to catch fish in two ways – by using mobile and
stationary networks. The stationary networks could stay in the water during the night and they
12
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are attachment in the bay. There are checked twice per day. The mobile networks could stay in
the water for 40 minutes at maximum and must be under the supervision (Author's environment
analysis).
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Fig 5 Fresh fish prepared to sell to the town Khong Chiam (Source: Author's photo)

Fig 6 Preparation of the stationary network (Source: Author's photo)

14
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Fig 7 Control of the stationary network (Source: Author's photo)

6. Targets
6.1 General objectives
The main general objective is to empower the community and development of social and human
capital of local people by improving their abilities through collective activity. Further it is to
increase of awareness of Baan Woen Buek village.

6.2 Specific objectives
The aim is to support local fishermen, who have problem to keep their work profitable, because
their sell the fresh fish very often at o lower price than the total cost. After processing of fish, the
fishermen will be able to sell them more expensive and increase their income. It will improve the
quality of life of them and their families.

15
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The specific objectives:


67 supported fishermen



Diversifying production and use of local resources



10 new job opportunities for local people in new established community enterprise, job
opportunities for local people



1 new production activity using 1 local resource



Increase of an income of local fishermen



Supplementary income for fishermen and village´s community fund

7. Target group of the project
This project is mainly focused on people living in the village Ban Woen Buek whose main
source of livelihood is based on fishing and are interested in processing of fish and producing of
new product – smoked fish. Most of the 67 fishermen have very small income, which account
approximately 150 Bath per one day. Increasing their income by selling fish and their subsequent
processing and added value to the fish will have the positive impact on livelihood and living
conditions of their whole families.
The fishermen and local leaders will create new men’s group, which will be focused on
procurement of smokehouse and manipulation with it, managing of this group, producing of
smoked fish, their distribution and propagation. The human capital will be developed by
increasing the knowledge of group members by learning of new fish processing. The knowledge
of this process will be shared with other inhabitants of the village or with tourist, who will want
to smoke their own fish. Smoking technique and knowledge of the members will be
communicated on the mutual joint meetings.
Beneficiaries of the project are therefore local fishermen and their families, employees of new
community enterprise and also whole village community, which will obtain 10% of revenue to
the community fund. This financial support for community fund will allows the possibility of
financial support of other projects and this ensures equal flow of benefits and follow-up
development of whole Ban Woen Buek village.

16
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8.

Pilot project (Trial run)

The part of the project was the pilot experiment, small scale preliminary study conducted in
order to evaluate feasibility, time, cost, adverse events and the interest of local people in an
attempt to predict an appropriate sample size and improve the project design before the
implementation of the full-scale project. The aim was to investigate the possibilities and
conditions of the village Ban Woen Buek, size of potential interest in the product (smoked fish)
and consumer opinion.
1) Analysis of the interests of the target group
2) Structured interviews with members of Group of fishermen
3) Cooperation with member of Group of fishermen - Mr. Somsamay Phoengpha (potencional Chairmen of the
board of new enterprise)

4) Seeking for material for building of trial smokehouse
5) Probationary smokehouse construction and placement
6) Fishing with Mr. Somsamay Phoengpha
7) Survey of fish suitable for smoking
8) Preparation of fish for smoking
9) Smoking of fish
10) Testing of the final product
Fig 8 Concrete steps within the pilot project (Source: Author's work)

Probationary smokehouse construction and placement
For the building of the probationary smokehouse were used readily available materials:


2 tin containers



old gutter

17
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Fig 9 Material for building of probationary smokehouse (Source: Author's photo)

Fig 10 Construction of smokehouse (Source: Author's photo)
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One chamber had to be placed above, because of the need flow of air and smoke. In the lower
chamber burned the fire and fish were placed in the second raised chamber with the bottom made
of clay.

Fig

11

Preparation

for

placement

of

Fig 12 Probationary smokehouse (Source: Author's photo)

smokehouse (Source: Author's photo)

Survey of fish suitable for smoking
On the basis of communication with representatives of fishing groups was found that most of the
fish caught are suitable for smoking with exception of large fish occurring in April. Fish with
appropriate size for need of smoking are in the river during the whole year (Results of structured
interviews). For test of smoking in probationary smokehouse were used this kind of fish: Catash,
E-Tu, Barb and Golden Carp.
Preparation of fish for smoking and the process of smoking
Smoking is one preservation technique and it is developed to the point when the common fish
become a delicacy. Fish for smoking can be prepared in by various ways. It is possible to use
different spices according to taste or various kinds of local herbs such as Lemongrass, Galangal,
Makrod and others, which are freely available sources - garlic and lime, which grows in each
garden with no special usage.
19
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Fig 13 Lemongrass (Source: Author's photo)

Fig 14 Galangal (Source: Author's photo)

Basic steps:
1. Clean fish (remove the entrails), wash fish in clean water
2. Prepare a salt-water brine of 2 tablespoons plain salt to 1 cup of water (1 quart of brine
for 0,5 kilograms of fish), other spices, garlic and herbs use its own discretion
3. Place fish in brine for at minimum 15 minutes (for significant taste for few hours)
4. Prepare smoke house, smoking takes approximately 3 hours, in the temperature around
80 degrees
5. Remove the fish from brine and wash it
6. Place fish into smokehouse, continue smoking until fish is flaky and cooked through
The actual smoking process took about 3 hours. As a fuel was used wood fuel, which is free of
charge. In the surrounding forests are small pieces of unused timber that is suitable for smoking
and with the permission of head of the village can be used. For heating can be also utilized the
coal, but it has to be bought.
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Fig 15 Fish preparation (Source: Author's photo)

Fig 17 Smoked fish (Source: Author's photo)

Fig 16 Process of smoking (Source: Author's photo)

Fig 18 Smoked fish (Source: Author's photo)
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9. Method of implementation
The main step during the implementation process is construction of smokehouse. The following
chapters describe the detailed plan of construction and subsequent use.

9.1 Smokehouse construction

Fig 19 Demonstrative plan of smokehouse (Source: Author's work)

Procedure:
1) Start with build of fireplace. It needs to be closed tightly to allow us regulate temperature
of smoke during smoking process. You can use either old stove or build yourself using
firebricks.
2) Fireplace needs to have a grate on which wood will be burned and ash located
underneath.
3) There needs to be separated doors for fireplace and ashtray which fit tightly. Both doors
need to allow regulate air flow which means they need to have air rosette. Primary air
22
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which determines intensity of fire goes through ash doors. Secondary air goes through
fireplace doors and allows us to decrease temperature of smoke when fire is burning too
much.
4) Flue needs to have rising slant in order to smoke could rise up naturally towards smoking
chamber. Length of flue should be about 2m with diameter aprox. 20cm. You can use any
pipe from fireproof material e.g. ceramic, concrete or simply build it from bricks.
5) Smoking chamber can be build out of wood, metal plate, bricks or concrete. In case
smoking chamber is not in hillside you should start with build of pedestal. Size of
basement depends on requirement for amount of meat/fish you would like to smoke at
once e.g. 60x60 cm or 90x90 cm. Height of whole smoking chamber will be between 80
– 120cm.
Hole for flue is located in bottom part of smoking chamber which may end in the
smoking chamber wall, however it is ideal to stretch it to the center of the smoking
chamber and finish knuckle whose free end oriented upwards.
6) About 20 cm above the mouth of the flue put grid created from the bulk of the breadth of
2-4 cm, which will act as a smoke diffuser. It is a lattice of slats 2-4 cm wide. The gaps
between the slats are also 2-4 cm wide.
7) Above the smoke diffuser is placed a frame with a wire mesh. It is used to capture pieces
of meat or fish, if accidentally fall off. You can prepare several positions for the frame
that allow you put it close under the hanging meat. Its size should be such that allow us
took it out of the smokehouse through the door.
8) Supported battens are fastened at the top of smoking chamber. Rods (either metal or
steel) with hanging meat are inserted into them. Meat is hung to rods by hooks or by
loops of string.
9) Create opening for thermometer above the battens, preferably in the center of the width
of one of the walls.
10) Doors to smoking chamber must be perfectly sealed. Swinging doors are more
comfortable but single door better sealed. The ideal size is 60x40 cm
11) As a chimney you can use flue pipe with length 0,5m to 1m. Install damper into chimney
to regulate amount of outgoing smoke. You can buy swivel damper in shop or at worst
case use brick put on the chimney.
12) The last very important part of the smokehouse is a thermometer. Ideally bimetal with a
range from 0 to 150 to 200 ° C with long stem (20, but preferably 50 cm) [10].
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Detailed plan is contained in Annex 1.

9.2 Smoking by using the hot smoke
Own procedure begins by sliding fish onto angling wires. Fish must be short-term salted in brine.
A smoking process takes place in three stages:
1) When the smoke temperature is of about 45 ° C - 60 ° C, the fish are pre-dried. During this
phase shall be the fish muscle deprived of about 12% water. According to the size of the
processed fish is about 45-60 minutes. Pre-drying is effected under slightly but continuously
increasing the temperature of flowing inside the device.
2) Second phase of hot smoking takes place at a temperature of 80 ° C to 100 ° C. During this
phase occurs to the final heat treatment, roasting fish. During cooking the meat softens, loses raw
taste and can be easily separated from the bone. The total time is again governed by the size and
kind of raw fish used and is about 60 minutes.
3) Last phase is called coloring. The temperature gradually decreases slightly at 50 ° C. During
this final phase the technology of hot smoking products gain significant smoked flavor that must
be sufficiently penetrate into the muscle. The surface of the fish is dyed to the desired degree of
deep golden yellow to golden brown color. Time of coloring is the shortest from all phases and it
takes 35-50 minutes.
In summary the process takes about 4 hours. After completion of all three phases are smoked fish
removed from the smokehouse and let cool in specific areas [11].

9.3 Vacuum packaging
The final product will be packaged by using of vacuum packer, this kind of packaging keep meet
fresh. The food is prolong and its freshness is preserved. This vacuum packer is utilized to
remove air, they target separate purposes. The package around a food allows the internal
atmosphere to be retained so the food stays fresh and safe.
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Advantage of vacuum packaging is absence of contamination or bacteria’s multiplication, hence
an extended shelf life resulting in:


Cost savings (larger purchasing orders, efficient cooking time spreading and diminution
of products losses)



Turnover increase (more variation and spread in product range)



Optimal product and storage hygiene (hermetically sealed)



No loss of product (prevents drying out, moulds and freeze burn)



Improved product quality (product maturing in packaging, no loss of aroma)



Professional product presentation



Optimal packaging contributes to food safety and standards [12].

10. Marketing
10.1 Marketing mix
Product
The final product is smoked fish

Fish

produced from quality wild fish living
in the Mekong river. The product will

Brand, image,
storage,
packing

meet the customer needs by delicious
taste,

quality workmanship

using

traditional and honest methods of

Quality, OTOP,
certification

small community based manufactory,
which provides job to local people and
support the local fishermen. The
product will expand the range of fish
species according to their processing.
The hierarchical decomposition of a
product is visible on the picture number

Fig 20 Product model (Source: Author's work)
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The fish will be packed in vacuum pack which extends its shelf life. Design of the packaging is
adapted to the place of product emergence and reflects quality of this local product. The fish will
be in vacuum pack (Fig 21, Fig 22) with corresponding label (see Fig 23). The front label will
contain logo, place of origin and brand. Logo (Fig 24 and Fig 25) is based on name of the village
– Ban Woen Buek, which is originated from the name of the fish – Woen Buek (see Fig 26). The
logo was designed specifically for the project. It is possible to use both color combinations.
Information about composition, weight, expiration date, information about community etc. will
be included on back label. The product will fulfill hygiene and safety food standards.
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Fig 21 Demonstration of vacuum packaging (Source: Author's work)

Fig 22 Demonstration of vacuum packaging (Source: Author's work)

Fig 24 Logo – black variant (Source: Author's work)

Fig 23 Front label (Source: Author's work)

Fig 25 Logo – orange variant (Source: Author's work)
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Fig
26 Fish Woen Buek (Source: Author's photo)

The product should have a uniform visual style that reflects its uniqueness. For marketing
purposes it would be appropriate link it with the overall form of village promotion. For
promotion purpose could village use the same logo as in smoked fish and tourists would be able
to take away their purchased goods in unique packages specific just for village Ban Woen Buek
(Annex 2). The logo can also be used for other promotional materials of village such as canvas
bags and others. If product - smoked fish will be successful in registration to OTOP is also
possible to use other forms of packaging (Annex 2 ).
Price
The price is determined based on the total cost of production. It is 260 baht (8 USD) per 1
kilogram of smoked fish. The fish will be approximately sold in packs with weight of 250 grams
depending on the size of fish. Average price per 100 grams is 65 baht (2 USD). This is the
selling price to customers. Price can be controlled and adapted by the group’s members after a
trial period of production, based on local conditions, unexpected situations and as a change in the
market with fish meat, which is determined by their current abundance and occurrence within the
annual period. Price may be further specified according to species and quality of fish. Price may
be further specified according to the demand for specific types of fish.
Place
The final product will be purchased directly from the manufacturer in the village Ban Woen
Buek. Tourist will be able to prepare the smoked fish by their own, which is connected with
other projects, which are focused on increase of number of tourists by providing the possibilities
of accommodation in “homestay” and projects targeted on program for tourists such as trekking
in national park and ride on traditional boat on the Mekong river with sample of fishing. If the
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village will prosper and the number of tourists will increase, it is possible to restore the old
market (see Fig 27) where the smoked fish could offered along with other products from the
village such as traditional jam products from pineapple (Fig 28) and handmade bamboo products
(Fig 29).
Product will be registered (see conditions and additional information in Annex 3) in OTOP - One
Tambon One Product. It is a government’s entrepreneurship stimulus program which aims to
support the unique locally made and marketed products of each Thai tambon (sub-district) all
over Thailand. After successful registration could be the product sell in OTOP shops and centers.

Fig 27 Old Market (Source: Author's photo)

Fig 28 Jam Products (Source: Author's photo)

Fig 29 Production of bamboo baskets (Source: Author's photo)
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Promotion
The promotion will be realized through the OTOP program. OTOP branding is generally known
thing in Thailand. The promotion is based on online and local dissemination. One of the main
online web pages, which were developed for propagation and information purpose, is
ThaiTambon.com. There are about 100,000 OTOP products and the information about part of
them has been translated into English. The local promotion of OTOP product is ensured by:


markets in villages,



small OTOP corners in some major department stores or in the duty free sections of
international airports at Bangkok, Chiang Mai and Phuket,



Thailand Export Mart in Bangkok,



Export Promotion Centre in Chiang Mai.



OTOP organization also publishes the two publications at least which contain basic
information about OTOP products (Presentation by Community Development
Department,…).

The product could be mentioned on village websites, which should be created in cooperation
with projects targeted on tourists and the village itself. The costs for creation of web are included
in the budget.

10.2 Demand
The production amount of smoked fish is 6240 kilograms per year with the 100 % production
capacity. The estimated demand is aligned with supply in connection with number of tourists
visiting the village (approximately 720 per year) and using of OTOP distribution channels.

11. Timing
The planned start of the project is in March 2015 and it will take in to February 2016. The
specific activities during this 12 month-long period are captured in the Annex 4.

11.1 Pre-implementation phase
First step will be to establish new men’s group and regular informational meetings together with
the village representatives. On this meeting will be identify the community needs, set up the
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group's objectives of the development strategy and arrange the loan conditions. No less
important will be ensuring of the material for the construction of the smokehouse.

11.2 Implementation phase
The main activity of the implementation phase is itself construction of the smokehouse and
transportation of building material to the village. In this phase will also prepared place for
manufacturing process and purchased the necessary equipment.

11.3 Post-implementation phase
During this period will start operation of newly built smokehouse and employees will learn how
to use it. The new men’s group will visit expert, who will help with set ups of quality and safety
standards, etc. Marketing and sales manager will register the product to the OTOP program,
apply for FDA certification and start with marketing promotion. The project will be evaluated by
members of the men’s group and village committee.

12. Quality management
The project is focused on food product and therefore must be certified by The Food and Drug
Administration of the Ministry of Public Health, which is responsible for food control and food
safety. It is necessary to apply for the product registration, where the analysis of the product and
process has to be described. After the inspection the product gains the Manufacturing License,
which has to be reviewed every three years. Products with this License have the specific number
(Fig 30) on the packaging. Manager of the group will be responsible for obtaining of this
certification and maintenance of the product quality.

Fig 30 Example of FDA certificate (Source: Author's photo)
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13. Organization of the community enterprise
The first step will be to establish new men’s group, organized as a community enterprise, which
will be focused on promoting of local wisdom, knowledge, income generation and economy
support of village community. This enterprise will join collective activities and obtaining the
benefits from run of the business. This community will consist of 10 members: chairman of the
group (1), manager of the group (1), marketing and sales manager (1), operating workers (7).
The labor costs are captured in the Annex 5.
The highest representative will be chairman of the group presented by Mr. Somsamay
Phoengpha, who was participated on the pilot project and knows the procedure technique. He
will lead the group and organize the group meetings, meetings with village Advisory group and
with the fund committee group and will be the focal point for the tourists, whose will want to try
to smoke fish by their own. It will control the entire production.
For the business and administrative will be responsible manager of the group. He will ensure
material for the production, provide financial planning, payment of salaries, analysis of business
operations.
All activities associated with promotion, sales and packaging will be controlled by marketing
and sales manager. The main tasks for this person will be to register the product to the OTOP
program, acquirement of FDA certification and project evaluation.
Operating workers will handle the raw material, fish cleaning, running of the smokehouse,
gathering of timber, etc. During the one-day workshop the workers will gain knowledge about
the production procedure from representative of the group.

Chairman

Manager of
the group
Operating
workers

Operating
workers

Operating
workers

Marketing and
sales manager

Operating
workers

Operating
workers

Operating
workers

Operating
workers

Fig 31 Organisational structure (Source: Author's work)
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14. Financial plan
14.1 Start-up costs
The manufactory will be placed in Mr. Somsamay Phoengpha garden and the smokehouse on
neighboring with plot (see Fig 32) belonging to the village Ban Woen Buek, for this reason the
rent is free.

Fig 32 Available space in the village for smokehouse and storing of the wood (Source: Author's photo)

The total start-up costs are captured in the Annex 5. The
start-up costs included building material for the
construction of smokehouse for 14 835 Baht, which will
be purchased and imported from the 10 kilometers distant
city Khong Chiam. The initial transport costs are 2100
Baht. The vacuum packing machine will be ordered via
internet

and

takes

13 032

Baht

together

with

transportation. This automatic continuous stretch
vacuum packing machine is sold by Zhejiang Hongzam

Fig 33 Vacuum packing machine (Source:
<www.alibaba.com>)
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Packaging Machinery Co. The machine has this specification:
Tab. No. 5: Vacuum packing machine specifications

Brand Name
Model
Driven Type
Place of Origin
Voltage
Weight
Application
Power

HONGZHAN
DZ400 /2D
Electric
Zhejiang China (Mainland)
220V/50HZ
70kg
Food
0.75KW

Source: <www.alibaba.com>2014

Costs for other facilities such as knives, stainless steel bowls etc. are estimated to 5000 Baht. The
certification from The Food and Drug Administration costs 8000 Baht. The start-up costs
includes costs for expert from Ubon Ratchathani University together with his transportation to
the village, he will help with the first set ups of quality and safety standards, etc. The project is
financially involved in the creation of new village websites with 1200 Baht. The investment
doesn’t include costs for first testing, because of the trial project during the author's environment
analysis.

14.2 Operating costs
The operating costs (Annex 5) are calculated for using full production capacity (100%). Full
capacity of production means, that during whole year (20 working days per month) will be
produced 6 240 kilograms of smoked fish. The raw material will be purchased from local
fishermen for 60 Baht per one kilogram of fresh fish, it will be for 10 Baht more than there are
used to. For the amount of 6 240 kilograms smoked fish will the new community enterprise have
to buy 9 600 kilograms of raw fish, because of 0,35% weight loss of the fish during the smoking
process. Total cost for raw material reach 576 000 Baht per year.
For the fish preparation and salt-water brine will community need 25 grams of salt for 1
kilogram of raw fish. The price for 1 kilogram of salt is 10 Baht and they will need 250
kilograms of salt per year which costs 2 500 Baht.
Operating costs includes costs for human capital (Annex 4), which are described in more detail
in chapter 13. Organisation of the community enterprise. The total costs for labor will be
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approximately 210 000 Baht per year. Total cost for packaging material is 400 000 Baht per
year. For the maintaining the equipment will be allocated 500 Baht.
As heating material to run smokehouse will be used residual wood, which is free of charge and it
has to be expected only with labor costs, which will ensure that wood. The second heating
material is coal, which takes 30 000 Baht per year calculated with the price 120 Baht for one
packaging of coal (80 liters big sack).
In the operating costs allows for also costs for electricity (2 550 Baht per year). Price of 1kWh of
electricity in Thailand is approximately 3.7 Baht. There are two electric devices in the project:
fridge with estimated consumption 1,4 kWh per day and the vacuum packaging machine with
consumption 0,75 kWh per day.

14.3 Funding
The project will be funded by loan from the village budget. The village Ban Woen Buek has its
own community fund, which granted money pursuant to SML program. The SML program
serves as a support of small, medium and large village to solve the community problems and
help to create new job opportunities and generate bigger income. According to interview with the
head of the Ban Woen Buek village Mr.Sudthie Phoengpha the conditions of the loan will be
establish on the bases of communication between new community enterprise and the fund
management committee. It means repayment period of loans, repayments interval and the
interval of conscription of 10% from new community enterprise revenue. This 10% of revenue is
the interest rate of the loan and will be drained to the community fund. The total amount of the
loan is 369 690 Baht (start-up costs plus operating costs for the first 3 month of enterprise
operating).

14.4 Cash flow
The Annexes 6, 7, 8 shows the amount of cash generated and used by a company in a given
period. Cash flow is the difference between the available cash at the beginning of an accounting
period and that at the end of the period. The current cash flows are calculated for 3 variants of
production – optimistic estimates, realistic estimates and pessimistic estimates. The cash flows
count with values captured in Annex 5, Table number 6. It is considered the discount rate in the
during the whole accounting period (10 years) and also the depreciation, which are used to
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saving money needed to eventual repair of equipment, which will be worn by the amortization
and the loan repayment.
The total revenues are decreased by 10% every year, which is the compulsory charge to the
community fund. For the pessimistic cash flow does not include the loan repayment, project
would not be financially sustainable with given values and for this option would need to be
adjusted by the value of investments.
Table number 5 shows net present value, internal rate of return and payback period for the
optimistic, realistic and pessimistic specific estimates. Net present value compares the value of
Baht today to the value of the Baht in the future, considering inflation and returns into account.
The internal rate of return is a derived form of the NPV, but the outcome is generated in
percentage. The length of time required to recover the cost of an investment presents the payback
period.
Tab. No. 6: Net present value, Internal rate of return, Payback period

NPV (Baht)

IRR (%)

Payback
Period
(years)

Optimistic

1 269 803

12

2

Realistic

1 046 931

10

2

243 431

1

4

Pessimistic

Source: Author’s work

14.5 Break-even point
The point in when the business makes neither a loss nor profit is called Break-even point. For
this project is the tipping point in the value 2 808 units (produced kilograms of smoked fish). If
the community enterprise will produced and sell this amount of kilograms there arises neither
loss nor gain.
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Break-even point
1 800 000,00
1 600 000,00
Total Costs

Baht

1 400 000,00

Revenue

1 200 000,00
1 000 000,00
800 000,00

6 240,00

5 616,00

4 992,00

4 368,00

3 744,00

3 120,00

2 496,00

600 000,00

Amount of fish (kg)
Fig 34 Break-even point (Source: Author's work)

The main aim is to bring the added value to the raw material – fish, which value is approximately
54 Baht per one kilogram of fish (Annex 5, Table 5).

15. Sustainability and evaluation
The maintaining of the project benefits after the implementation is necessary to prove
sustainability of the project. The project will gain the support from village, because of the
similar objectives – the project is based on specific needs of the community and ensuring the
additional income. The aimed of the project came from head of Ban Woen Buek and it is focused
on real problems of this village. The interest of the target group in the project is one of the most
important sustainability factors. Inhabitants of the village want to be involved and participate on
this project. The project is simple and it is the reason, why is positively accepted by the
community. This project is based on sufficient economy. It is essential to set up and maintain
quality standard and keep improving of the production, which will be ensures by OTOP
consultant. According to ten years projection cash flow analysis (Annex 7) the project is
financially sustainable.
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One of the evaluating indicators is Payback period and it is described in more detail in the
chapter number 14.4. The indicators, which will be used in post-implementation phase of the
project by the community enterprise, are determined in Table number 7.
Tab. No. 7: Evaluating indicators

Evaluating indicators
Number of supported fishermen
Number of new job opportunities
Number of produced and sold products
Amount of purchased raw material from fishermen
Increased income of fishermen per year
Contribution to village fund

Value
67
10
6 240 kg
9 600 kg
96 000 baht
10% of revenue

Source: Author’s work

16. Risks
The risks and their measures are identified in the Table number 8:
Tab. No. 8: Risks and measures

Risk

Measure

Wrong financial estimates of the project

Realistic financial plan, controls

Lack of interest of local fishermen

The project was initiated by representatives of village

Problems with running of the smokehouse

Trial run of the smokehouse

Instability of amount of catched fish

Ability to respond flexibly to these changes

Failure to obtain of OTOP and FDA certification

The obtaining of certifications is provided by
marketing and sales manager, who will supervise the
product and process quality

Influence of demand for smoked fish

Good marketing strategy
Source: Author’s work
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17. Conclusion
The project develops new activity in the village Ban Woen Buek to support local fishermen and
help them to increase incomes and the social capital of the community. The project fulfills, for
local people very important, the King’s philosophy and people will gain new knowledge with the
possibility to share them with others, therefore it can be developed in future. Final product is
quality smoked fish processed based on the traditional practices of smoking in the Czech
Republic. The product has potential for expanding in future and also many opportunities for
product development and improvement of its quality.
The project proves feasibility, sustainability and profitability of new community enterprise.
According the results of financial plan, the project will be prosperous and should be realized.
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Annex 1: Detailed plan of smokehouse construction
Sizes are given in centimeters.

Fig 1 Plan of smokehouse construction (Source: <http://www.vseumel.cz>, online)
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Fig 2 Smokehouse construction (Source: <http://www.vyuzeno.cz>, online)
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Annex 2: Marketing opportunities

Fig 3 Canvas bag with logo Ban Woen Buek (Source: Author's work)

Fig 4 Possibilities of unique visual style and promotion (Source: Author's work)
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Fig 5 Packaging options (Source: Author's work)
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Annex 3: OTOP
The program aimed to support the locally made and marketed products of each
Thai Tambon (subdistrict). OTOP moved into action in 2001 and this organization is involning
and

helping

more

a

more

people

to

generate

a

surplus

income

from producing new items of good quality. The philosophy comes from sharing knowledge
between generations and village communities to improve the quality of products, marketing,
bring them added value and increase the quality living conditions. Main goal is to use the local
wisdom for the development of local products for domestic and global market and provides a
local and international stage for their promotion. Main purposes:


To construct a complex database system, which includes the information from every
Tambon in Thailand



To use ThaiTambon.com to promote local Thai products for every Tambon,
and to facilitate the buy-and-sell procedure



To bring internet technology to villages



To help encourage and promote tourism in Thailand (Presentation by Community
Development Department,…).

Registration to the OTOP
The project can involve anyone who produces original quality products. Village-made OTOP
products are selected for promotion because of their quality and export potential. In the past
there was the registration opened once per two years. Now it is opened every year. The
registration

is

free

of

charge

to

make

it

easier

for

district

to

come

in.

It is possible to register via internet or fill in the paper form in individual OTOP‘s offices.
During the last registration there was 70 000 submitted products and the best 10 000 products
was chosen to the OTOP (Presentation by Community Development Department,…).
Structure of OTOP
The project has strong government support on many levels -- identifying potential OTOP
products,

providing

advice

on

production,

quality

control,

packaging

and designs that make them even more attractive to domestic and export markets.
The entire OTOP product cycle comes under the supervision of a National OTOP Committee,
with regional and provincial level committees to assist in identifying, developing and grading
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OTOP products. Organizational structure in 2001 was established the OTOP project in line with
policy by the Prime Minister’s regulation on the National OTOP administrative committee
(NOAC). A Deputy minister was assigned to be the Chairman of NOAC. The minister and
representative of all related parties are committees. Main duties of NOAC are establishing
policy, setting strategic, cooperative with all related parties, support local Administrative
Agencies to join OTOP, and supporting Community Enterprise work. Later in time were
established

6

subcommittees

and

ad

hoc

working

groups

to undertake activities in cooperation of public and private sector and academia
of several fields. There were made changes in OTOP by Thai government since 2006 in way of
changing

name

or

improving

of

the

management

efficiency

but the base structure and operating of OTOP still worked in the same way (Presentation by
Community Development Department,…).
Evaluation of product quality
There are more than 10.000 items produced and developed by local communities. Every product
has different quality and different ability to be sold on the international market. For that reason
there

was

invented

five

star

system

which

represents

the quality of each product of 460 which are selected from that 10.000. The OTOP products
represented

to

the

contest,

would

be

determined

by

3

criteria,

those

were

the strength of commnity and product, the potential of marketing, and the standard
of product. The total score was 100 points and classified the potential of each OTOP products
by sum score as follow (Presentation by Community Development Department,…):


The 5 star OTOP product getting score not less than 90, was the product with high
potential to export.



The 4 star OTOP product getting score between 8089, was the product with high
potential to distribute in national level and could be developed to be 5 star.



The 3 star OTOP product getting score between 7079, was the product that could be
developed to be 4 star.



The 2 star OTOP product getting score between 5069, was the product that could be
developed to be 3 star.



The 1 star OTOP product getting score less than 50, was the weak product which was
hard to develop.
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OTOP products
Products are chosen by OTOP and they are of different qualities. OTOP set up criteria which are
necessary to follow to get the evaluation from 1-5 stars (5 – the best quality).
Mostly 4 and 5-star products are exported abroad. For example good with a 5-star quality can be
lady rattan hand bag made from bamboo and rattan or silk shirt etc. Every year all products have
to

apply

for

registration

again

because

the

quality

of the products can change and products can increase or decrease. OTOP strives
for the best quality and sustainable development (Presentation by Community Development
Department,…).
UBON products analysis
In Ubon Ratchathani district it is nowadays made 54 five-stars products with OTOP certification
in total. The main part of these products is built by Fabric and Apparel category which contains
32

products.

The

second

biggest

category

is

Food

with

17 products. In Ubon Ratchathani district are also made 3 beverages with five-stars OTOP
branding and 2 herbal products. There are also many OTOP products with less than 5 stars
rating(Presentation by Community Development Department,…).
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Annex 4: Time Schedule

Post-implementation phase

Implementation
phase

Pre-implementation phase

Establishment of new men’s group
Meetings of men’s group
Identify the community needs
Set up the group's development strategy
Performance of the project proposal to the village
Loan approval of community fund
Ensuring of material for the construction of the smokehouse
Transport of building materials
Purchase of equipment
Preparing of the place for smokehouse
Smokehouse construction
Training of employees
Testing of functionality and quality
Consultation with expert
Certificate from Food and Drug Administration
OTOP product registration
Piloting and marketing
Evaluation

Source: Author's work
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February

January

December

November

October

September

August

July

June

May

April

Activity

March

March 2015 - February 2016

Annex 5: Financial Plan
Tab. No. 1: Start-up costs

Item

Total costs (Baht)

Building material
Vacuum packing machine
Preparation costs
Initial transport costs
Office supplies
Other equipment
Licensing
Expert from Ubon
Websites and internet advert
Restoration of local market
∑

14 835,00
13 032,00
1 000,00
2 100,00
15 636,00
5 000,00
8 000,00
1 500,00
1 200,00
2 000,00
64 303,00

Total costs
(USD)
457,59
400,00
30,69
64,42
479,93
154,23
245,40
46,27
37,01
61,69
1 977,55

Source: Author’s work
Tab. No. 2: Operating costs

Item

Total costs per
year (Baht)

Raw material (fish)
Salt
Labor costs
Packaging
Maintenance
Coal
Electricity
∑

Total costs per
year (USD)

576 000,00
2 500,00
210 000,00
400 000,00
500,00
30 000,00
2 550,00
1 221 550,00

17 752,32
77,05
6 472,20
12 338,07
15,42
924,79
78,66
37 658,51

Source: Author’s work
Tab. No. 3: Labor

Employees

Number of
employees

Chairman of the group
Manager of the group
Marketing and sales manager
Operating workers
∑

1
1
1
7
10

Working days
per month

Salary
Working
(baht/hour) hours per
month

10
20
10
20
-

65
65
60
50
- -

60
80
40
120

Total costs
(baht/month)

3900
5200
2400
6000
17 500

Source: Author’s work
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Tab. No. 4: Calculation of total revenue per year

Production capacity (%)

Total production (kg)

100
90
80
70
60
50

Total revenues (Baht)

6 240,00
5 616,00
4 992,00
4 368,00
3 744,00
3 120,00

1 622 400,00
1 460 160,00
1 297 920,00
1 135 680,00
973 440,00
811 200,00

Source: Author’s work
Tab. No. 5: Calculation of margin and total profit per year

Item

Price

1 package of smoked
fish 250g
∑ kg of smoked fish

Production
costs

Margin

Production per
year

Total profit

65,00

51,50

13,50

24 960,00

336 960,00

260,00

206,00

54,00

6 240,00

336 960,00

Source: Author’s work
Tab. No. 6: Calculation of costs regarding to production capacity

Costs (Baht)
Start-up
costs
Operating
costs
Total costs

Production
capacity 100
%
64 303,00

Production
capacity 90
%
64 303,00

Production
capacity 80
%
64 303,00

Production
capacity 70
%
64 303,00

Production Production
capacity 60 capacity 50
%
%
64 303,00
64 303,00

1 221 550,00

1 120 700,00

1 019 850,00

919 000,00

818 150,00

717 300,00

1 285 853,00

1 185 003,00

1 084 153,00

983 303,00

882 453,00

781 603,00

Source: Author’s work
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Source: Author’s work

OPTIMISTIC
YEAR
Start - up costs
Operating costs
Depreciations
Loan repayment
Total costs
Revenue
NET CF
Disc. cash flow
Cumulative CF

60%
1
64303
818150
3000
0
885453
876096
-9357
-8911
-8911

100%
2
0
1221550
3000
123230
1347780
1460160
112380
101932
93021

Annex 6: Cash flow for optimistic estimates
100%
3
0
1221550
3000
123230
1347780
1460160
112380
97078
190099

100%
4
0
1221550
3000
123230
1347780
1460160
112380
92455
282554

100%
5
0
1221550
3000
0
1224550
1460160
235610
184607
467160

100%
6
0
1221550
2000
0
1223550
1460160
236610
176562
643722

100%
7
0
1221550
2000
0
1223550
1460160
236610
168154
811877

100%
8
0
1221550
2000
0
1223550
1460160
236610
160147
972024

100%
9
0
1221550
2000
0
1223550
1460160
236610
152521
1124545
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100%
10
0
1221550
2000
0
1223550
1460160
236610
145258
1269803
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Source: Author’s work

REALISTIC
YEAR
Start - up costs
Operating costs
Depreciations
Loan repayment
Total costs
Revenues
NET CF
Disc. cash flow
Cumulative CF

60%
1
64303
818150
3000
0
885453
876096
-9357
-8911
-8911

70%
2
0
919000
3000
0
922000
1022112
100112
90805
81893

Annex 7: Cash flow for realistic estimates
80%
3
0
1019850
3000
123230
1146080
1168128
22048
19046
100939

90%
4
0
1120700
3000
123230
1246930
1314144
67214
55297
156236

100%
5
0
1221550
3000
123230
1347780
1460160
112380
88053
244289

100%
6
0
1221550
2000
0
1223550
1460160
236610
176562
420851

100%
7
0
1221550
2000
0
1223550
1460160
236610
168154
589005

100%
8
0
1221550
2000
0
1223550
1460160
236610
160147
749152

100%
9
0
1221550
2000
0
1223550
1460160
236610
152521
901673
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100%
10
0
1221550
2000
0
1223550
1460160
236610
145258
1046931
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Source: Author’s work

PESIMISTIC
YEAR
Start - up costs
Operating costs
Depreciations
Total costs
Revenue
NET CF
Disc. cash flow
Cumulative CF

50%
1
64303
717300
3000
784603
730080
-54523
-51927
-51927

50%
2
0
717300
3000
720300
730080
9780
8871
-43056

Annex 8: Cash flow for pessimistic estimates
50%
3
0
717300
3000
720300
730080
9780
8448
-34608

60%
4
0
818150
3000
821150
876096
54946
45204
10597

60%
5
0
818150
3000
821150
876096
54946
43052
53648

60%
6
0
818150
2000
820150
876096
55946
41748
95396

60%
7
0
818150
2000
820150
876096
55946
39760
135156

60%
8
0
818150
2000
820150
876096
55946
37866
173022

60%
9
0
818150
2000
820150
876096
55946
36063
209085

55

60%
10
0
818150
2000
820150
876096
55946
34346
243431
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Feasibility study of the project
New community enterprise
New smokehouse
Production and selling of new product
Increasing income of local fishermen
Profit of community enterprise
Contribution to community fund
Marketing strategy

Environment analysis
Project proposal creation
Feasibility study creation
Establishment of new community enterprise
Building of new smokehouse
Training of employees
Certification from FDA
OTOP product registration
Piloting and marketing
Evaluation

Key activities

Intervention logic
Empowering the community and development of
social and human capital of local people by
improving their abilities through collective activity
Support of local fishermen
Diversifying production and use of local resources
Job opportunities for local people

Project outputs

Specific
objectives

General
objectives
67 supported fishermen
1 new production activity using 1 local
resource
Supplementary income for fishermen
and village´s community fund
10 new job opportunities for local
people
1 marketing strategy (OTOP)
1 project documentation
1 new community enterprise
1 new smokehouse
1 successful registration of the product
1 safety food certificate
1 registered product
6240 kg produced and sold product
(smoked fish)
20% Increase of income for fishermen
per one kilogram of sold raw fish
10% profit for community found
Inputs:
Loan from village´s community fund –
369 690 Baht

56

Preliminary assumptions:
Writing of the project plan, effort of the local
fishermen
Cooperation of local fishermen and local
people and their interest
Bring the added value of fishes through
building of the smokehouse

Good conditions for environment analysis
creation
Submission of project proposal
Establishment of community enterprise
Quality of product and production process

Itinerary:
I. 2015 – establishment of new community
enterprise, beginning of work on new
smokehouse
II. 2015 – completion of works
III. and IV. 2015- piloting and marketing
I. 2016 - evaluation

community

Demand for smoked fishes
Quality of new smokehouse

Good management of the
enterprise
Needed amount of resources
Willingness of local fishermen

Project assumptions

Document of community enterprise
Accounting records
Business profit of the enterprise

Document of community enterprise
Accounting records

Sources of verification
Document of community enterprise
Evaluation outputs

Total costs: 64 303 Baht
Time schedule: March 2015 – February 2016

Objectively verifiable indicators
Increase of awareness of Ban Woen
Buek village

Project: Support of local fishermen in Ban Woen Buek
Location: Ban Woen Buek, Khong Chiam District, Ubon Ratchathani Province, Thailand

Annex 9: Logical Framework Matrix, created by author
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